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Abstract
Strongly-correlated 2D Electron Systems in Si-MOSFETs
by
Shiqi Li
Thesis Advisor: Distinguished Professor Myriam P. Sarachik
Si-MOSFETs are basic building blocks of present-day integrated circuits. Above
a threshold gate voltage, a layer of two-dimensional electrons is induced near the
silicon-silicon dioxide interface of a Si-MOSFET. According to theory for noninter-
acting and weakly interacting electrons, no metallic state can exist in two dimensions
in zero magnetic field in the limit of zero temperature. However, in strongly inter-
acting electron systems the observation of a resistivity that changes from metallic to
insulating temperature dependence has fueled a debate over whether this signals a
quantum phase transition to a metallic phase in two dimensions.
In this thesis I will present the results of two detailed experimental studies
performed on high mobility Si-MOSFET samples. In the first study, we find the
thermopower of this low-disorder, strongly interacting 2D electron system in silicon
diverges at a finite disorder-independent density, providing evidence that this IS a
transition to a new phase at low densities. For the second study, we conducted mea-
surements on I-V characteristics as well as the AC voltage generated by the sample in
the insulating phase. Nonlinear I-V characteristics observed in the insulating phase
have been attributed to the presence of an additional conduction channel due to a
sliding electron solid (Wigner crystal). We seek to provide evidence for the presence
of a zero-field Wigner solid by detecting the noise generated by the sliding crystallites.
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11 Introduction
1.1 Si-MOSFET: a Quasi-Two-dimensional Electron System
The Si-MOSFET (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor/Silicon Field Effect Transistor) was
first developed in the 1960’s and 1970’s as an amplifying and switching device used
in integrated circuits and is now one of the major electronic components of memory
and logic circuits used in computers [1]. A sketch of the Si-MOSFET is shown in
Fig. 1. A silicon chip is p-doped and electrically contacted with two ohmic contacts
that act as source and drain. A metal electrode, called the gate, resides in between
the ohmic contacts, separated by a silicon-dioxide layer from the silicon [14]. When
a positive voltage is applied to the gate, it can charge the channel region (under the
oxide between the source and drain, where the 2D electron layer exists) and control
the current between source and drain. For the n-channel device shown in Fig. 1(b),
no current can flow between the source and the drain unless an n-type inversion layer
is established near the silicon-silicon dioxide interface [1].
(a)
(b)
Figure 1: (a) is a sketch of the structure of Si-MOSFET. (b) is a cross section of a
silicon n-channel MOSFET, adapted from Ref. [1].
2By applying a voltage to the gate with respect to drain, a band bending is in-
duced in the p-doped silicon (substrate), and the energy-band diagrams are shown
in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the case for zero electric field perpendicular to the surface
(interface), called the flat-band voltage condition [1]. If a negative gate voltage is
applied [Fig. 2(b)], it tends to induce positive charges in the semiconductor surface.
Since the substrate is p-doped where donor interface states are not available, pos-
itive charges can only occur by the induction of excess holes in what is called an
accumulation layer [1].
Figure 2: The energy bands at the surface of a p-type semiconductor for (a) the flat-
band case with no surface fields; (b) accumulation of holes at the surface to form an
accumulation layer; (c) depletion of the holes or ionization of neutral acceptors near
the surface to form a depletion layer; and (d) band bending strong enough to form an
inversion layer of electrons at the surface. Ec and Ev are the conduction- and valence-
band edges, respectively, EF is the Fermi energy, and EA is the acceptor energy (in
p-doped Si). The surface potential φs measures the band bending. Adapted from
Ref. [1].
If instead a positive gate voltage is applied, the energy bands bend down at the
3surface [Fig. 2(c)]. Negative charges induced in the semiconductor are first formed by
removing holes from the valence band (or by adding electrons to the neutral acceptors
near the interface to get them ionized) [Fig. 3(a)], forming what is called a depletion
layer. Please note that under this condition there is no current flow yet because all the
induced negative charges have formed negative ions with neutral acceptors [Fig. 3(a)]
and no free charge carriers are available [2].
(a)
(b)
Figure 3: (a) shows the formation of depletion region. Please note that the holes
originally presented in the p-doped substrate are actually neutral, and after combining
with negative charges they become negative ions (but not conducting). (b) when the
interface potential reaches a sufficiently positive value (“threshold voltage”), a channel
of charge carriers (electrons) is formed. Adapted from Ref. [2].
As the positive gate voltage is increased, the width of the depletion layer and the
associated downward band bending increase accordingly until the conduction band
edge at the interface approaches the Fermi level (chemical potential at the interface).
When the conduction band edge reaches or bends below the Fermi level [Fig. 2(d)],
that is, the surface electron density equals or exceeds the hole density in the bulk, the
surface is said to be inverted [1] and electrons are induced near the interface forming
4a “channel” of charge carriers between the source and the drain [Fig. 3(b)]. The layer
of electrons at the surface is called the inversion layer and the value of gate voltage at
which the inversion occurs is called the “threshold voltage”. Now the substrate has
inversion layer, depletion layer and the p-doped bulk (containing neutral acceptors)
in series (see Fig. 4). If the positive gate voltage is increased further, the amount of
charges in the depletion region remains relatively constant while the channel charge
density continues to increase, providing a greater conductance from source to drain [2].
A visualized sketch of the formation of depletion layer and inversion layer is shown
in Fig. 3.
Figure 4: A sketch of the Si-MOSFET when the conduction band edge near the
interface is bent below the Fermi level and the substrate has inversion layer, depletion
layer and the p-doped bulk in series. Please note that only in the (neutral) bulk, the
density of holes equals the density of acceptors.
As shown in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 4, the induced electrons in the inversion layer
are spatially confined in the perpendicular direction to the surface (interface). The
conduction band near the silicon-silicon dioxide interface forms a roughly triangular
potential and we are expecting quantized energy levels in the electron system in
this spatial dimension [14]. In the case of three dimensions, the electrons are not
confined parallel to the interface (free to move in two spatial dimensions) and the
5induced electron system has dynamically two-dimensional (or quasi-two-dimensional)
character — not two-dimensional in a strict sense — both because wave functions
have a finite spatial extent in the third dimension and because electromagnetic fields
are not confined to a plane but spill out into the third dimension [1]. By applying an
appropriate gate voltage a situation can be established in which only the energy of the
first quantized state of the induced electrons lies below the Fermi level, and the system
becomes effectively two-dimensional [14]. In most experiments we have dynamically
(quasi-) two-dimensional systems, therefore theoretical predictions for idealized two-
dimensional systems must be modified before comparing with experiments [1].
1.2 Localization in 2D and Metal-Insulator Transition
Scaling theory of localization for noninteracting [15] and weakly interacting [16] elec-
tron systems predicts that there is no true metallic behavior in two dimensions at
zero magnetic field. With decreasing temperature the resistance is expected to grow
logarithmically (“weak localization”) or exponentially (“strong localization”), becom-
ing infinite as T → 0 [17], and early experiments [18–20] confirmed these theoretical
expectations. However, experiments on dilute, low-disorder 2D systems (both Si-
MOSFETs and GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures) demonstrated unexpected metallic-
like behavior and an apparent metal-insulator transition (see review article Ref. [17]),
which largely challenges the original theoretical prediction.
Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of resistivity in a dilute low-disorder
Si-MOSFET for 30 different electron densities measured by Kravhenko et al [3]. They
observed an unexpected and complex behavior in this strongly interacting electron
system — with increasing electron density, one can cross from the regime where the
resistance diverges with decreasing temperature T (insulating behavior) to a regime
where the resistance decreases strongly with decreasing T (metallic behavior). They
found that at low electron densities the resistivity grows monotonically as the tem-
6Figure 5: The temperature dependence of the resistivity in a dilute low-disorder
Si-MOSFET for 30 different electron densities, adapted from Ref. [3]. The red line
indicates the “separatrix” between insulating behavior and metallic behavior.
perature decreases, showing a characteristic of an insulator; while at higher electron
densities beyond some critical density, the resistivity is almost constant at high tem-
peratures and drops sharply at lower temperatures, displaying strong metallic depen-
dence on temperature. If we focus on the low-temperature regime (say, T < 2 K),
then around the critical density nc where the resistivity is independent of temperature,
only 3% increase (decrease) in density causes strongly metallic (insulating) behavior,
and there’s no indication of any low-temperature saturation of resistivity [17].
To some extent it might not be so surprising that there is such a disagreement
between the experiment and theory. On one hand, the scaling theory of localization
considers the electron states in an infinite disordered 2D system at zero temperature
and in zero magnetic field, while in real 2D systems it can break down because of any
perturbation such as a finite temperature, finite system size, magnetic impurities etc
[8]. On the other hand, the theory was first developed for 2D systems of noninteracting
7particles [15], and then improved to include weak interactions between the electrons
[16]; while in the dilute, low-disorder 2D electron systems where the unexpected
metallic-like behavior was observed, the interactions between electrons are strong. In
any event, these experiments have raised an interesting question about the possibility
of the existence of a true MIT (metal-insulator transition) in real 2D electron gas
system, and there have been extensive discussions on this issue.
We have measured the thermopower S of a low-disorder two-dimensional electron
system in silicon, and found that with decreasing density ns the thermopower exhibits
a sharp increase by more than an order of magnitude, tending to a divergence at a
finite disorder-independent density nt. Within Fermi liquid theory, the thermopower
measurements also yield the effective mass at the Fermi energy which diverges at
the same density nt. We argue that unlike the resistivity which displays complex
behavior that may not distinguish between a transition and a crossover, our result
that the thermopower diverges at a well-defined density provides clear evidence that
this is a transition to a new phase at low density in this strongly interacting 2D
electron system. We will also show that this transition we have observed is driven by
interactions rather than disorder.
1.3 Thermopower
The thermopower (also known as “Seebeck coefficient”) of a material is defined as
the thermoelectric voltage built up when a small temperature gradient is applied to a
material, and when the material has come to a steady state where the current density
is zero everywhere. It can be physically understood in terms of charge carrier diffusion
driven by temperature gradient which tends to push charge carriers towards the cold
side of the material until a compensating voltage has built up [21].
8If the temperature difference ∆T between the two ends of a material is small,
then the Seebeck coefficient of a material is defined as
S = −∆V
∆T
(1)
where ∆V is the thermoelectric voltage (the “compensating voltage”) seen at the
terminals. The sign of S is made explicit in the following expression
S = −Vleft − Vright
Tleft − Tright (2)
If S is positive, the end with the higher temperature has the lower voltage, that is,
the voltage gradient in the material will point against the temperature gradient. This
is the case for p-type semiconductors or materials in which positive mobile charges
(electron holes) dominate. Likewise, in n-type semiconductors or materials where
negative mobile charges (electrons) dominate, S is always negative and the voltage
gradient is in the same direction as the temperature gradient.
It has been shown that at low temperatures the thermopower has two contri-
butions: the diffusion part Sd which is proportional to the temperature T , and the
phonon-drag part Sg which is proportional to T s, s = 6 in the Bloch limit [22]. The
phonon-drag part comes from the phonon-electron interaction which will be highly
suppressed when the temperature is low enough. When T < 1 K, only the diffusive
thermopower Sd is dominant which is related to electron-electron interaction.
Using the Mott formula [23] and the properties of an electron gas in two di-
mensions, it can be shown that the diffusive thermopower is proportional to the
temperature and the effective mass of the electrons, and inversely proportional to the
electron density Sd ∝ Tm∗/ns. In Ref. [23], Cutler and Mott have derived a formula
for thermopower S at low temperature kBT ¿ Ec−EF (Ec here is the mobility edge):
S = −pi
2k2BT
3e
∂lnσ(E)
∂E
|E=EF (3)
9This S is a linear function of T , thus it is the diffusion part of the thermopower. If
we consider σ ∝ Eα (say σ = β × Eα with α ≈ 1) [24], then:
∂lnσ(E)
∂E
|EF =
(∂lnβ + α× ∂lnE)
∂E
|EF =
α
EF
(4)
Considering Fermi energy EF = ~2pins/nvm∗ = ~2pins/2m∗ (the valley degeneracy
nv = 2 for a MOSFET in a (100) surface [17,25], see Chapter 2.3 for more discussions),
we have
S = −αpi
2k2BT
3eEF
= −α2pik
2
BTm
∗
3e~2ns
(5)
A stricter and more detailed derivation can be found in Ref. [26] and [27]. Since
Eq. 3 is only for noninteracting electrons, the parameter α is added to include strong
interactions between electrons [28] and it depends on both the disorder [22] and
interaction strength [26, 27]. In Chapter 3 we will fit our data with this expression
and draw the conclusion that the observed divergence of the thermopower signals a
divergence of the effective mass (at the Fermi energy).
1.4 Wigner Crystal
Our thermopower measurement (more details in Chapter 3) has provided clear evi-
dence that in a strongly interacting 2D electron system there is an intrinsic (interaction-
driven) transition existing at some low density into a new (insulating) phase. The
next challenge then is to determine the nature of this insulating phase. One of the
possible phases proposed is called “Wigner crystal”.
When we consider the behavior of the interacting electron system in a solid / ma-
terial, we could consider it as a homogeneous electron gas in a uniformly-distributed
positively charged background whence the electron density is also a uniform quantity
in space. In this case we can focus on the effects that are due to the quantum nature
of electrons and their mutual interactions without explicit introduction of the atomic
lattice and structure making up a real material. This simple (quantum mechanical)
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model of delocalized electrons in a material is called “jellium” model (coined by Cony-
ers Herring), alluding to the “positive jelly” background and the typical behavior it
displays. [29]
Supposing there are ns electrons per unit volume neutralized by this background
of uniform positive charge “jellium” (thus ns is the electron density), if we localize each
of them in a volume n−1s , this costs an amount of energy per electron (which is actually
the kinetic energy — Fermi energy for degenerate electron gas) EF = ~2pins/nvm∗
(the valley degeneracy nv = 2 for a MOSFET in a (100) surface [17,25], see Chapter
2.3 for more discussions). On the other hand there is a gain of interaction energy
between electrons (which is actually the Coulomb potential energy) EC ∼ e2√pins/ε
(in cgs units, ε = 7.7, see Chapter 2.3 for more discussions). As ns decreases, the
Coulomb potential energy would eventually become much larger than the kinetic
energy, and energy is always to be gained by such localization [30]. In this limit the
ground-state of the system is therefore close to the equilibrium state of a system of
classical point charges distributed on a uniform background of density and is believed
to be crystalline. This implies that in the low-density limit, the ground-state wave
function of the jellium model should reduce to an antisymmetrized product of δ-
functions centered at the positions of a regular lattice [31].
There is one dimensionless parameter usually used to characterize the 2D electron
gas system:
rs =
a
aB
(6)
which is defined in terms of Bohr radius aB = ~2ε/m∗e2 (in medium) and the radius
of the circle that encloses one particle on the average a = 1/
√
pins [32]. If we do a
little calculation, we would have
rs =
1/
√
pins
~2ε/m∗e2
=
m∗e2
ε~2√pins (7)
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which is related to the ratio of EC and EF through the expression [25],
EC
EF
=
e2
√
pins/ε
~2pins/nvm∗
=
nvm
∗e2
ε~2√pins = nvrs (8)
In this case rs actually represents a relative comparison between Coulomb potential
energy and kinetic (Fermi) energy. At small rs (i.e., high density), the electrons form
a weakly coupled Fermi liquid, while at large rs they undergo a phase transition and
crystallize [32]. This happens when the electron density is lower than a critical value
nc = pi
−1(m∗e2/rscε~2)2 (9)
where rs
c is the value of rs at the critical limit and should be much greater than 1.
The possibility of a crystalline state of the electron gas was first proposed by Eugene
Wigner [33], thus the state is named the “Wigner crystal”.
This critical density nc determined by Eq. 9 is also called “cold melting density”.
Above this density the Wigner solid states “melt”, not due to large thermal energy
over potential energy (which is the case for normal melting such as ice changes to
water) but due to large Fermi energy over potential energy. In other words, for the
available electron density range the Fermi energy (EF = ~2pins/m∗ ≈ 7 K per 1011
cm−2) always exceeds the thermal energy kBT , and the electron solid in Si-MOSFETs
at low temperature can only be a quantum solid [34]. As a comparison, the Wigner
crystal phase being sought here is quite different from the classical crystal of electrons
observed on the surface of helium [35]. The electron solid on the surface of helium
is classical since the available electron density is quite low (ns < 10
9 cm−2), thus in
the temperature regime of the experiment the thermal energy dominates the Fermi
energy, and the electrons are still classical [31,34].
Many attempts have been made to experimentally observe the Wigner crystal
phase. Most of them were done with 2D electron gas system in Si-MOSFETs [7] or 2D
hole/electron gas system GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures [36] under strong magnetic
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field. In two dimensions the application of a magnetic field causes a severe suppression
of the kinetic energy which in turn favors the existence of a Wigner crystal of electrons
at relatively small values of rs. The effective mass of electrons in Si-MOSFETs
(mb ∼ 0.19me) is much larger than that in GaAs (mb ∼ 0.067me), and the dielectric
constant ε in Si-MOSFETs is lower. These together yield a relatively larger rs at a
same density ns (making it much easier to reach a large rs with a not-very-low density
ns) or a relatively larger nc at a same rs
c (i.e., the cold melting density is much higher
and easier to reach) in Si-MOSFETs. Besides, the existence of two degenerate valleys
in (100) Si-MOSFETs further enhances the effects of interactions [37]. The hole
effective mass in GaAs is also large (mb ∼ 0.34me), but the 2D hole system in GaAs
presents a number of problems related to the non-parabolicity of the valence band and
strong spin-orbit coupling [31]. We study the 2D electron systems in Si-MOSFETs
samples in our experiments.
There have been a few types of measurements that have been proposed to pro-
vide evidences for the existence / formation of a Wigner crystal. One is the strongly
non-linear (DC) I-V characteristic found in the very low-density, strongly-interacting
electron system in Si-MOSFETs [7, 34, 36]. Another measurement is the AC noise
voltage detected from the sample in correspondence with the threshold voltage in
nonlinear I-V [34, 36, 38]. Other types of measurement includes the re-entrant be-
havior of the magnetoresistance of the Si-MOSFET sample under magnetic field [39],
microwave resonance study [40] etc. Since we are mainly interested in searching for
the Wigner crystal at zero field, we will focus on the non-linear I-V characteristic
(section 4.1) and noise measurement (section 4.2).
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2 Experimental Setup and Sample Characteriza-
tion
2.1 Cryostat and Cryogenic Techniques
The experiments discussed in this thesis are done in helium cryostats at a temperature
range from 2 K down to 200 mK. Low temperature is a very important condition when
studying some of the properties of materials. At low temperatures, thermal fluctua-
tions (such as electron-phonon interaction, spin-phonon interaction) are highly sup-
pressed. This provides an ideal condition to study the interactions between electrons,
which is one of the most interesting topics in current condensed matter physics.
2.1.1 General Principles of Cryostats
Liquid helium is one of the most popularly used cryogens to reach low temperature.
There are two stable isotopes of helium: 4He and 3He. The boiling temperature of
liquid 4He is around 4.2 K at 1 atm, and when we pump the liquid hard enough, its
temperature can go down to 1.2 K. That is the operational principle of the normal
4He fridge. Normal 4He fridges (such as MPMS from Quantum Design) have very
large operational range of temperature, usually from 1.8 K up to room temperature
or even higher. The highest temperature is limited by the heating power of the
heater near / in the sample space. The boiling temperature of liquid 3He is a little
lower, around 3.2 K at 1 atm. When we pump the pure 3He liquid, its temperature
can go down to ∼ 250 mK; while when we pump 3He in the 3He/4He mixture, the
temperature of the mixture can go down to as low as a few mK. The former is the
operational principle of 3He fridge, and the latter is the operational principle of the
3He/4He dilution refrigerator. Both 3He fridge and 3He/4He dilution refrigerator use
liquid 4He to cool down major part of the system, since 3He is much more exotic and
expensive. 3He or 3He/4He mixture is then kept close-cycled and only used to cool
down the sample itself.
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We have cryogen to cool down the cryostat, but we also need to minimize the heat
transferred to it from room temperature environment in order to keep the cryostat
cold or even to be able to cool it to the desired temperature. There are three ways
for heat to transfer: conduction, convection and radiation. All the cryostats have
vacuum jackets to reduce the lateral thermal conduction: the outer vacuum chamber
(OVC) separating liquid 4He reservoir from room temperature, and the inner vacuum
chamber (IVC) separating the sample space from the liquid 4He reservoir. There are
radiation shields in the OVC to reduce lateral radiations. They also have metal shields
in the liquid 4He reservoir to reduce vertical radiation and thermal convection (by
separating the entire vertical space into small sections). Some cryostats even have a
liquid nitrogen bath (77 K) outside the OVC, which changes the overall temperature
gradient and further reduces the amount of heat reaching the 4 K stage.
2.1.2 Choice of Electrical Wiring
To get sample signal, we need to pass electrical wires from room temperature down
to the sample, and this provides another big source of heat load. One way to avoid
overheating the sample or other measurement devices (such as thermometers) is by
proper heat sinking, also known as thermal anchoring, generally achieved by wrapping
the wire several times round a copper bobbin (see Fig. 6) or other thermal mass.
Depending on how cold the desired temperature is, one may need to heat sink at
several different temperature stages [41].
Besides heat sinking, we also want to choose proper wiring for the cryostat to
save its cooling power. If we have a value of thermal conductivity κ(T ), the heat leak
P for a material (with area A and length l) between temperature T1 and T2 is
P =
A
l
∫ T2
T1
κ(T ) dT (10)
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Figure 6: Heat sinking wires. Adapted from Ref. [4].
If we represent κ(T ) = κ0T
β, we then have
P =
A
l
κ0
β + 1
(T β+12 − T β+11 ) (11)
with β = 1 for metals at low temperature (T < 4 K) [41]. In principle the material
doesn’t matter as long as the cross-section of the wiring is small enough to get an
acceptable heat leak, but in practice this would lead to ludicrously small cross-section
if we use a pure metal like copper. That’s why alloys such as constantan and man-
ganin are usually used in low temperature experiments. Another advantage of these
materials is that the change in its resistivity (as well as thermal conductivity, since
the electrical and thermal conductivity are proportional to each other according to
the Wiedemann-Franz law) as a function of temperature is much smaller than a pure
metal [41]. In some occasions superconducting wires such as NbTi can also be used,
if high electrical conductivity and low thermal conductivity are needed.
One practical calculation we may want to do when choosing a particular kind of
wiring is to compare the heat leak with the Joule heating generated by the current. A
common sense is that we cannot use materials with too small electrical conductivity
or too small cross section, since although the heat leak would be small, the Joule
heating might be bigger than the heat leak or even become unacceptable in the case
of large applied currents.
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The Joule heating power of the material (with area A and length l, and between
temperature T1 and T2) could be written as
Pj = I
2R = I2
∫ T2
T1
ρ(T ) dl
A
= I2
∫ T2
T1
ρ(T ) dT
GA
(12)
where G = T2−T1
l
(thus dl = dT/G) represents the temperature gradient along the
wiring and is a constant. We can relate the electrical and thermal conductivity of a
metal using the Wiedemann-Franz law
κ =
LT
ρ
(13)
where L is the Lorenz number and T is temperature (for low conductivity alloys the
Wiedemann-Franz law will underestimate the thermal conductivity due to significant
heat conduction through the crystal lattice [41]). We may simplify the calculation by
assuming κ is a constant over temperature, then ρ = LT/κ. The heat load from the
wiring is
Ph = κA
T2 − T1
l
= κAG (14)
The Joule heating power of the wiring is
Pj = I
2
∫ T2
T1
LT
κ
dT
GA
=
I2L
2κAG
(T 22 − T 21 ) (15)
We may see that with low current I ¿ 0.1 A (for normal resistance measurements
and thermometers etc.), the Joule heating power Pj is always very small thus we
may use materials with smaller thermal conductivity κ and smaller cross-section A
(such as 0.1 mm constantan or manganin wires) to reduce the heat load as much as
possible. On the contrary for huge current application (I in the range between 2 A
to 150 A, usually for superconducting magnet current leads), copper (many strands)
and superconducting wire must be used and gas cooling (to take advantage of the
large enthalpy of helium gas) is essential in this case. For intermediate cases (such as
low power heaters, I < 2 A) we may use thin copper wires (0.1 to 0.2 mm diameter)
and superconducting wires to apply the current. [4]
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2.1.3 Principles of Temperature Control
One of the most important issues in the operation of the cryostats is to reach a
desired low temperature and stay at it. Modern fridges now have remote controls
using computers, thus most users may just need to press a few buttons and then sit
there waiting for the temperature to stabilize. However, understanding the principles
of temperature control is very important and would be extremely useful especially
when we have to establish a remote control by ourselves or the existing remote control
needs to be improved. We will mainly focus on 3He fridge and 3He/4He dilution
refrigerator since these are the two fridges used in our experiments.
Generally speaking, establishing a stable temperature requires reaching an equi-
librium between cooling power and heating power. One important thing is that for
different target temperature, a source used to be part of the cooling power could
become part of the heating power, and vice versa. The temperature control of a
(top loading) 3He system is a best example to illustrate this. Fig. 7 is a schematic
diagram showing how the 3He cryostat reaches base temperature. At the beginning,
3He gas is released from the heated sorb (up to 40 K), condensed by the 1 K pot
and collected into 3He pot. This part of the procedure is called “condensing”, and
the 3He pot temperature at the end of condensing is called “condensing temperature”
(around 1.7 K, mainly depending on the 1 K pot temperature). The liquid 3He is then
pumped by the cooled sorb and this provides cooling power for the sample. Since
the amount of gas that can be absorbed by the sorb depends on its temperature,
we can control the 3He vapor pressure and thus the cooling power of the sample by
controlling the temperature of the sorb (using a combination of the sorb heater and
the 1 K pot needle valve). For sample temperature around and below the condensing
temperature, no extra heating power to the sample is necessary since there are heat
loads from the environment and electric wires. For intermediate temperature range
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(from 2 K up to ∼ 5 K or a little higher), relatively stable sample temperature can be
reached by keeping the sorb at its highest temperature (thus releases 3He gas which
is condensed by the 1 K pot) while applying heating power using a heater near the
3He pot or the sample. Now both the 1 K pot and the condensed 3He liquid serve as
cooling power, and the main heating power comes from the heater. (As a comparison,
for sample temperature below 1 K pot temperature, the 1 K pot is actually part of
the heating power.) For even higher sample temperatures, we stop producing liquid
3He but use the 1 K pot as the main cooling power. The sorb is kept at ∼ 10 K to
release some 3He gas into the sample space as exchange gas and appropriate heating
power is applied by the 3He pot (sample) heater. Stable sample temperatures could
certainly be reached even if we keep using both liquid 3He and the 1 K pot as the
cooling power, but when doing that, more heating power is needed and it is not very
efficient. Now the sorb itself could also be viewed as part of the cooling power if the
sample temperature is higher than the sorb temperature.
Figure 7: Principle of operation of a typical sorption pumped 3He system (top
loading type). Adapted from Ref. [4].
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One of the main limitations of this sorption pumped 3He system is that it cannot
operate continuously at low temperatures. Once all the liquid 3He is absorbed by the
sorb, it needs to be condensed again. Now there are continuously circulating 3He
refrigerators which are capable of giving high cooling powers and operating continu-
ously for a long period [4]. If we need to cool the sample to even lower temperatures,
another choice is to use the 3He/4He dilution refrigerator. Fig. 8 shows a schematic
diagram of a dilution refrigerator. It has been known that a mixture of 3He and
4He would separate into two phases when it is cooled below a critical temperature
(around 0.86 K). The 3He/4He mixture in the refrigerator is first condensed by the 1
K pot to around 1.5 K (or 1.2 K). At this temperature the vapor pressure of the 3He
is much larger than 4He [42]. Although this temperature is not low enough to set up
the phase boundary, 3He pumped away from the liquid surface in the “still” applies
some cooling power to cool the still below 1.5 K, thus the still is the first part of the
fridge to cool below 1 K pot temperature. The pumped 3He gas is then circulated
back to the condenser (in the 1 K pot) and is cooled further by the still (through the
still heat exchanger) until gradually the critical temperature is reached.
During a continuous operation, the temperature of the still is always maintained
at around 0.6 K. At this temperature the mixture in the mixing chamber separates
into the lighter “concentration phase” which is rich in 3He and the heavier “dilute
phase” which is rich in 4He. The cooling power is obtained by “evaporating” the
3He from the concentrated phase into the dilute phase (see Fig. 8). The 3He in the
dilute phase is continuously removed by a vacuum pump, then recirculated back to
the condenser (then mixing chamber), providing a mechanism to operate continu-
ously at base temperature. The sample is usually mounted near the bottom of the
mixing chamber, thermal anchored to the dilute phase. When the experiment needs
to be carried out at higher temperatures, the mixing chamber can be warmed by
applying heat to it directly. More information about 3He fridge and 3He/4He dilution
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of a dilution refrigerator. Adapted from Ref. [4].
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refrigerator can be found in Ref. [4].
2.2 Characterization of Si-MOSFET Sample
The samples we used for both thermopower and the Wigner crystal measurements are
(100)-silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (Si-MOSFETs) similar
to those previously used in Ref. [43]. Fig. 9 shows the layout and enlarged pictures
of the samples we used. The samples are in a Hall bar geometry of width 50 µm and
distance 120 µm between the central potential probes (thus the aspect ratio is 12/5
= 2.4). The electron density was controlled by applying a positive DC voltage to the
gate relative to the contacts. The oxide thickness is ∼ 150 nm [28].
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 9: (a) A layout of our sample in Hall bar shape and all the contacts. Red
lines in the middle show the positions of all the splits (totally six). Please note the
asymmetry of the gate number 6. Gate 6 is the main gate controlling the electron
density in the main part (enclosed by the red lines) of the sample. (b) A picture of
the sample with all the bonded wires on the contacts. (c) Enlarged picture of the
main part of the sample. At least two splits can be seen and they are indicated by
red arrows.
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The advantage of these samples is a very low contact resistance [28]. In “con-
ventional” silicon samples, there is only one metallic gate thus the electron densities
in the main part of the sample and near the contacts are always the same, giving
high contact resistance at low electron density. This becomes the main experimental
obstacle when exploring the sample in the low-density low-temperature limit. To
minimize the contact resistance, thin gaps (splits, as pointed out by the red arrows in
Fig. 9(c)) in the gate metallization have been introduced, which allows for controlling
the electron densities in the main part of the sample and near the contacts separately.
In this case we can maintain a high electron density near the contacts regardless of its
value in the main part of the sample and still have relatively low contact resistance
when exploring the sample in the low-density low-temperature limit (which is the
regime for our interests).
2.2.1 Determining ns From Vg
Shubnikov de-Haas oscillation (SdH oscillation) is an oscillating response of the longi-
tudinal resistance Rxx of 2D electron system when the system is subject to (intense)
magnetic fields B and low temperatures T . These oscillations are periodic in the in-
verse magnetic field, 1/B, and are a result of EF sweeping through the Landau level
(LL) energy spectrum. As a LL passes through EF it depopulates as the electrons
become free to flow. Thus each minimum of these oscillations (minimum in Rxx)
occurs at an integer value of the quantity
ν = nsh/eB (16)
where ns is the electron density, h and e are fundamental constants, and ν actually
represents the corresponding Landau Level [44].
SdH oscillations have been used as one of the methods to obtained the carrier
density directly. In Eq. 16 if we know the values of field B at adjacent minima in the
SdH oscillation measured as a function of field at a fixed electron density ns, we can
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calculate the electron density ns =
e
h
/( 1
Bi+1
− 1
Bi
). In our experiment we measured
the SdH oscillation as a function of applied gate voltage (which is a function of ns)
at fixed magnetic fields B. Each minimum of these oscillations should agree with the
Eq. 16. Since we know that the applied gate voltage Vg is a linear function of the
electron density ns, based on the measurements we did and Eq. 16, we will be able
to determine density ns from gate voltage Vg.
As we mentioned, the electron density is controlled by applying a positive DC
voltage Vg to the gate relative to the contacts, then the electron density could be
expressed as
ns = a(Vg − Vth) (17)
thus
Vg =
1
a
ns + Vth (18)
where Vth is the threshold voltage — the minimum voltage needed to create a non-
zero electron density, and a represents the “capacitance” between the metallic gate
and the 2D electron layer.
We measured the SdH oscillations of our sample as a function of applied gate
voltage at fixed magnetic fields B as shown in Fig. 10. The measurement circuit is
similar to the one shown in Fig. 23, except that we are now using a lock-in amplifier
instead of Keithley 236 to do the measurement since the sample resistance is much
smaller (see the discussions about Fig. 22). The input current I = 1 nA with a 5 Hz
frequency serving as the reference signal. We took the values of gate voltage at all the
minima of these oscillations, and plot these gate voltages as a function of magnetic
field, as shown in Fig. 11. From Eq. 16 and Eq. 18 we have
Vg =
νe
ah
B + Vth (19)
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Figure 10: Sample resistance as a function of gate voltage (electron density) at
different fields show Shubnikov de-Haas oscillations. The measurement is done at base
temperature T = 270 mK. The insert shows an expansion around small resistances.
where ν is the corresponding Landau Level. From Eq. 19 we would expect these gate
voltages Vg to be linear functions of magnetic field B, with a constant intercept Vth
for different ν, while the slope of the lines would be ν e
ah
.
From our data we have e
ah
= 0.17 V/T , Vth = 0.393 V . So
a =
e/h
0.17 V/T
=
2.418× 1014 m−2/T
0.17 V/T
= 1.42× 1011 cm−2/V (20)
Then we have our relation between electron density and gate voltage
ns = 1.42× 1011(Vg − 0.393) cm−2 (21)
Once we have the electron density ns, we can calculate the mobility µ from the
R vs. Vg data,
µ = σ/nse (22)
where the conductivity σ = 1/ρ = 2.4/R (2.4 is the aspect ratio of our samples). The
peak mobility of our sample is around 3× 104 cm2/(V · S).
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Figure 11: The values of gate voltage at all the minima of SdH oscillations plotted
as a function of magnetic field. A linear fit is done for the data of ν = 4. The lines
through the data of other Landau levels are drawn accordingly with fixed slope and
intercept.
2.2.2 EF , EC of the System
As mentioned in Chapter 1.4, EF and EC are two quantities that are very important
when considering the interaction strength in the 2D electron system. EF is the Fermi
energy of the system. At low temperature and relatively high electron density, the
Fermi energy exceeds the thermal energy, thus dominates the kinetic energy.
One way to calculate the Fermi energy of a 2D system is to consider a two-
dimensional box that has a side length L [45]. According to the Schrodinger equation
and boundary condition ψ(0, 0) = ψ(0, L) = ψ(L, 0) = ψ(L,L) = 0, we have the
electron wave function
ψ(x, y) = Asin(kxx)sin(kyy) (23)
where kx = nxpi/L, ky = nypi/L, nx and ny are positive integers here and (nx, ny)
represents one quantum state corresponding to a point in “n-space” with energy.
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Then the Fermi energy is
EF =
~2k2F
2m
=
~2pi2
2mL2
n2F (24)
where n2x + n
2
y = n
2
F at the Fermi surface.
On the other hand, to fill a two-dimensional space of radius |nF |, the total number
of electrons is (including two spin states)
N = 2× 1
4
× pin2F (25)
the factor of 1/4 is because we are only considering positive n (based on the boundary
condition). Thus we have
nF = (
2N
pi
)1/2 (26)
So the Fermi energy is given by
EF =
~2pi2
2mL2
n2F =
~2pi2
2mL2
(
2N
pi
) (27)
which results in a relationship between the Fermi energy and the electron density
(considering ns = N/L
2)
EF =
~2pins
m
(28)
A more proper way might be to consider the electron waves as free plane wave
and use periodic boundary condition. Then we have the electron wave function
ψ(x, y) = Aexp[i(kxx+ kyy)] (29)
For a 2D system with dimension L × L and periodic boundary condition ψ(x, y) =
ψ(x + L, y) = ψ(x, y + L), we have the wavevector quantized as kx = 2nxpi/L,
ky = 2nypi/L, with nx and ny being integers (not only positive). Then we have the
Fermi energy expressed as
EF =
~2k2F
2m
=
2~2pi2
mL2
n2F (30)
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and the total number of electrons filled in is now expressed as
N = 2× pin2F (31)
nF = (
N
2pi
)1/2 (32)
The factor of 1/4 is gone because now we are considering n to be all integers. Finally
we have
EF =
2~2pi2
mL2
(
N
2pi
) =
~2pins
m
(33)
which is the same result as calculated using the boundary condition of a box.
In the case of 2D electron system in Si-MOSFETs, a valley degeneracy of two
needs to be taken into account for a MOSFET in a (100) surface. This means when
we fill the electrons into the energy states, we can fill in both valleys (they are equal-
potential) and the total number of electrons we may fill in is doubled. For a fixed
number of electrons, the energy states we need is only half of before, which gives the
Fermi energy
EF =
~2pins
nvm∗
=
~2pins
2m∗
(34)
where nv = 2 is the valley degeneracy [25] and m
∗ is the effective electron mass
(m∗ = 0.19me) in Si.
The Coulomb interaction between two electrons in the 2D electron system in
Si-MOSFET can be expressed as e2/εa = e2
√
pins/ε in cgs units, where a = 1/
√
pins
is the radius of the circle that encloses one particle on the average [32] and could
be estimated as the average distance between two electrons, ε = 7.7 is the dielec-
tric constant. For the whole 2D system, the total energy of the electron-electron
interaction
EC ∼ e2√pins/ε (35)
although people usually use EC = e
2√pins/ε to calculate the ratio of Coulomb and
Fermi energy which is related to the dimensionless parameter rs (originally defined
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as rs = a/aB, see Chapter 1.4)
EC
EF
=
e2
√
pins/ε
~2pins/nvm∗
=
nvm
∗e2
ε~2√pins = nvrs (36)
This ratio is an indicator of the strength of the interaction in a 2D electron system.
In our sample,
rs = m
∗e2/ε~2
√
pins ∼ 10.7 (37)
for ns = 6× 1010 cm−2, and the existence of two degenerate valleys in the spectrum
(nv = 2) further enhances the correlation effects [37]. Please note that when calculat-
ing Eq. 37 we should either use cgs units for all the constants e, me, ~ etc., or convert
the final result to cgs units (by adding the Coulomb’s constant ke = 9×109 N m2 C−2)
if we used SI units for all the constants.
2.3 Amplifier
Amplifiers are very important components in the experimental measurement circuit,
especially when dealing with very small signals such as our thermopower signal and
generated AC voltage signal. Sometimes a name “pre-amp” is used (to distinguish
from the name “amplifier”) due to its range of operation, meaning the range of input
signal where the device will work properly. The window of operation for a “pre-amp”
is wider and typically in a much lower range than that of an “amplifier”. In a multi-
stage amplifier which contains pre-amp and amp in series, the pre-amp is usually used
close to the signal source and its noise performance is critical to the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) of the final signal. The pre-amp could also be used as a stand-alone unit
for small signals when an amplifier with a higher range of input signal would give too
much noise.
2.3.1 Input/Output Impedance
Besides amplifying the signal and improving the overall signal to noise ratio (SNR),
the pre-amp is also useful for its very high input impedance and relatively low output
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impedance. This feature is especially important when the resistance/impedance of
the sample (signal source) is very big.
Any device which generates a voltage has what is called an output impedance
— the impedance value of its own internal circuitry as “seen” from the outside (i.e.,
as measured across its terminals). Similarly, any device which expects to receive a
voltage input has an input impedance — the impedance “seen” by any equipment
connected to its input (i.e., the impedance measured across the input) [46].
Consider a signal source with a big output impedance ROS and the output voltage
(signal) VO. If the input impedance of the measurement device RIL is relatively small,
then the measured voltage
VL = VORIL/(RIL +ROS) (38)
is only a small part of VO and could even be undetectable if VO itself is a small signal.
On the other hand, if we add a pre-amp (unity gain) with very high input
impedance RIA and relatively low output impedance ROA between the signal source
and the measurement device, then the voltage the amplifier detects would be
VA = VORIA/(RIA +ROS) (39)
where we have VA ≈ VO for RIA À ROS; and the voltage detected by the measurement
device is
VL = VARIL/(RIL +ROA) (40)
where we have VL ≈ VA for ROA ¿ RIL. Thus we have VL ≈ VO under the condition
RIA À ROS and ROA ¿ RIL. Even with RIA ∼ ROS and ROA ∼ RIL, we would
still have a much bigger VL than without the unity-gain pre-amp. And obviously a
pre-amp with some gain would make the VL even bigger. (For the discussion of input
and output impedance models, please refer to Ref. [47] for better understandings.)
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2.3.2 Instrumentation Amplifier vs. Operational Amplifier
The two main kinds of commercially available amplifier chips we may choose from to
build the needed pre-amp are operational amplifier (OPA), which is the fundamental
building blocks of all amplifiers; and instrumentation amplifier (INA), which is usually
specially designed for use in measurement circuits. Op-amps are more flexible in
use and can be configured to perform a wide variety of functions, especially the
unity-gain units like voltage followers. INAs’ configurations are largely limited due
to the lack of external feedback loop, but they are specifically designed and used
for their differential-gain and common-mode-rejection (CMR) capabilities, which is
hardly achievable with a single OPA [48]. The INA usually has very low DC offset,
low drift, low noise, very high open-loop gain, very high common-mode rejection ratio,
and very high input impedances [49]. Although in principle one can build an INA
out of two or three op-amps, the performance one can achieve is extremely limited.
A detailed discussion about this could be found in Ref. [48]. Generally speaking, for
precision applications, an actual INA is often the best choice.
After we decide whether to use an OPA or INA, there are still many different ones
with completely different parameters to choose from, and it is always a trade-off. Some
of the most important parameters to consider are input and output impedances, input
bias current, input noise level, bandwidth (for high frequency AC measurements) and
sometimes the price.
In our measurement of generated AC voltage from the sample (Chapter 4.2),
since our sample resistance would be very big when it becomes insulating (where the
Wigner-crystal might exist), we need a high-input-resistance, low-output-resistance
pre-amp in series to increase the input impedance of the load (basically the spectrum
analyzer side) and decrease the output impedance of the source (basically the sample
side). Besides, we also want our input capacitance to be as low as possible because
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at high frequency a high input capacitance would lower the total input impedance
and also increase the R-C time constant (response time), which is not good for our
measurement. Bandwidth and input noise level are also important since the expected
frequency range is up to 500 MHz and the expected signal amplitude is small. Based
on the specs of the amplifiers we usually use (OPA 627/637, LMP 7721, INA 116, INA
128 and INA 111, see a summarized table in Fig. 12), we would start with ignoring
OPA 627/637 and LMP 7721 for the use of pre-amp since they are op-amps and
any circuits made out of them might reduce their performance (as explained before).
Among the three INAs, INA 116 has the largest input impedance (109 MΩ / 0.2 pF),
INA 128 has the lowest input noise (8 nV/
√
Hz at 1 kHz, Gain=1000) and INA 111
has the largest bandwidth (450 kHz at Gain=100). We finally chose INA 111 because
of its relatively low input noise (10 nV/
√
Hz at 10 kHz, while INA 128 doesn’t have
noise spec for 10 kHz) and big bandwidth (comparing to 200 kHz at Gain=100 for
INA 128 and 70 kHz at Gain=100 for INA 116). Its input impedance (106 MΩ / 6 pF)
will still meet our needs considering our sample resistance in the insulating regime is
around 1 GΩ and the capacitance of the triaxial cable after compensation is ∼ 20 pF
(see Chapter 4.2). For the use of voltage follower with the home-made triaxial cable,
we could only choose between OPA 627 and LMP 7721 since it’s a unity-gain unit.
We chose OPA 627 because of its very low input noise (4.5 nV/
√
Hz, even lower at
higher frequency), relatively high input impedance (107 MΩ / 8 pF), and very high
speed (settling time is of the order of ns) which is extremely important for a voltage
follower (to be able to follow at high frequencies).
Another specification which is also very important for measurement applications
is the input bias current. Input bias current is the amount of current flow into the
inputs of the amplifier that is required to bias the input transistors, and it might
cause a voltage error when the bias current flow through the high-impedance (source)
connected to the amplifier’s input [48]. In our measurement of generated AC voltage
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from the sample in the insulating regime, the absolute value of the input bias current
might not be so crucial since we are really interested in the AC voltage while we are
applying a DC current, but an “input bias current return path” must be provided for
the INA 111 to operate properly. Without the bias current return path, the inputs
will float to a potential which might exceed the common-mode range of the INA 111
and the input amplifiers (within INA 111) will saturate. More information and some
provisions for an input bias current path could be found in Ref. [50].
2.3.3 LI-75A Pre-amp
In the thermopower measurement (Chapter 3), the requirements for the pre-amp are
very different. First of all, the measurement was done with the sample in its metallic
regime where the sample resistance is only around 10 MΩ, thus the input impedance
of the pre-amp is not so important. Also for the thermoelectric voltage, a very-low-
frequency (∼ 5 Hz) AC current is applied (to heat one end of the sample) and a lock-in
is used to detect the output signal with the same frequency, so the bandwidth of the
pre-amp is not a problem either. However, we need both the input noise and input
bias current to be extremely small. The estimate tolerance is that for the (input) load
resistor ∼ 10 MΩ, the DC noise should be <∼ 100 nV and the input-referred offset
due to input bias current should be <∼ 100 nV. The reason why the requirement of
low input bias current is especially important here is because the input bias current of
the pre-amp would provide extra current flow through the sample, then what we are
measuring from the sample would not be thermoelectric voltage due to temperature
gradient but normal voltage due to electric resistivity. Ideally there should be no
current applied through the sample between the potential probes.
Fig. 12 shows a summarized table for the most commonly considered parameters
when choosing amplifiers. Generally speaking OPA 627/637 has the lowest input
noise, but the input bias current is too big (minimum 1 pA); LMP 7721 and INA 116
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OPA 627/637
LMP 7721
INA 116
INA 128
INA 111
LI-75A
Input impedance Gain-bandwidth product Input bias current Input noise level
1013 Ω || 8 pF
1015 Ω || 0.2 pF
1010 Ω || 2 pF
1012 Ω || 6 pF
108 Ω || 50 pF
16 MHz (OPA 627)
80 MHz (OPA 637)
15 MHz
800 kHz (G = 1)
7 MHz (G = 1000)
1.3 MHz (G = 1)
20 MHz (G = 1000)
2 MHz (G = 1)
50 MHz (G = 1000)
1 MHz
1 pA
3 fA
3 fA
2 nA
2 pA
balanced
15 nV /?Hz (f = 10 Hz)
4.5 nV /?Hz (f = 10 kHz)
8 nV /?Hz (f = 400 Hz)
7 nV /?Hz (f = 1 kHz)
10 nV /?Hz (f = 10 Hz)
8 nV /?Hz (f = 1 kHz)
13 nV /?Hz (f = 100 Hz)
10 nV /?Hz (f = 10 kHz)
28 nV /?Hz (f = 1 kHz)
2 nV /?Hz (f = 1 kHz)
Figure 12: A summarized table for a comparison of some of the most commonly
considered parameters between different amplifiers.
have the lowest input bias current (3 fA typically), but the input noise level of INA
116 is too big (28 nV/
√
Hz at 1 kHz, Gain=1000). The optimum one LMP 7721
looks like the one we want, but when we were trying to make an instrumentation
amplifier out of it, it didn’t work very well either.
We finally used a pre-amp named LI-75A, a commercially available pre-amp
made by NF Corporation in Japan. It has ultra low noise (2 nV/
√
Hz at 1 kHz). Its
input terminals are said to be “balanced” [51], and the input bias current was really
negligible when we tried it with our sample. The only drawbacks are relatively small
input resistance and too big input capacitance (102 MΩ / 50 pF), the latter one makes
it definitely unsuitable for high-frequency measurement (such as the generated AC
voltage measurement in Chapter 4). But for the thermopower measurement where
the sample resistance is ∼ 10 MΩ and the frequency of the signal is set to be ∼ 5 Hz,
this input impedance is already good enough.
One last thing to mention is the power supply for the pre-amp. Commercial pre-
amps like LI-75A usually have their own power supply coming with them to ensure the
pre-amp operates in its optimized condition, since the stability of the power-supply
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would largely effect the stability of the pre-amp. For pre-amps made from amplifier
chips the most stable power supply we could find might be the batteries. But if the
power consumption of the pre-amp is big, the batteries have to be replaced very often
(sometimes every one or two hours) and it’s very inconvenient and almost impossible
to work with. One way is to find relatively stable current sources and add a capacitor
(around a few mF) between two leads of each current source (or alternatively, add
a capacitor between each voltage supply pin of the amplifier chip and the ground).
Sometimes capacitors are also added when using batteries, just to ensure the stability
of the power supply.
2.4 Noise Measurement
One way to study the Wigner crystal state is to measure the AC noise voltage gener-
ated by the sample. The expected fundamental frequency of the generated AC noise
signal could be as high as 500 MHz (for details see Chapter 4.2). Since high-frequency
AC measurement is very different from DC or low-frequency AC measurement in many
aspects, some basic ideas are reviewed here.
2.4.1 Spectrum Analyzer
Spectrum analyzer measures the magnitude of an input signal versus frequency within
the full frequency range of the instrument. It is the instrument we use to detect and
analyze the generated AC signal. The spectrum is a Fourier transform of the time
domain AC signal detected. Each sine wave would be represented by one peak in
the frequency spectrum. If the signal has a periodic but nonsinusoidal time depen-
dence, its Fourier transform will have one fundamental frequency followed by many
harmonics with smaller amplitudes at higher frequency range. The advantages for
using a spectrum analyzer to analyze the electrical signal are that parameters such
as dominant frequency, power, distortion, harmonics, bandwidth and other spectral
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components of a signal which are not very easy to detect in time domain waveforms
can be easily observed in a spectrum.
Fig. 13 shows a picture of the spectrum analyzer “SPECTRAN NF RSA 5000”
we used in our experiment and its spectrum display through the analyzer software.
Its frequency range is 300 Hz to 30 MHz, and the resolution bandwidth is 10 Hz
to 1 MHz, depending on the specific frequency range. The typical level range of
this spectrum analyzer is 200 nV to 200 mV, which should be sensitive enough to
detect the generated AC voltage. One advantage of this spectrum analyzer is that
its input impedance is relatively high (around 1 MΩ, instead of 50 Ω or 75 Ω for
normal instruments). Thus we always have the input impedance of the device RIL
much bigger than the output impedance of the pre-amp ROA, which ensures most of
the signal into the pre-amp will be transferred to the spectrum analyzer.
2.4.2 Triaxial Cable
As explained before, constantan wires are widely used for electricity measurements in
cryogenic environment due to its limited thermal conductivity. However, for special
measurements like the high-frequency AC measurements, the coupling capacitance
between the long wires would cause noise pickup. When the sample (source) has
a high impedance, capacitance between the wires could also cause a large RC time
constant which would add a delay time in the signal and cut off the high frequency
part, largely distorting the high frequency signal [38]. Big capacitance would also
result in a small impedance between the wires and the ground at high frequency, which
will short out the sample and makes it impossible to detect any sample signals [36].
One way to solve this problem is to use triaxial cable. On one hand, triaxial
cable has grounded shielding around the central lead, which greatly reduces the envi-
ronmental noise pickup. On the other hand, the layer of “guard” in the triaxial cable
provides a way to compensate the cable capacitance (see Chapter 4.2 for more details).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 13: (a) A picture of the spectrum analyzer “SPECTRAN NF RSA 5000” (b)
An interface of the analyzer software MCS when the spectrum analyzer is detecting
a 1/f noise.
In other words, although the capacitance of the triaxial cable itself is bigger than the
capacitance between the constantan wires, the cable capacitance after compensation
would be much smaller. Coaxial cable could also reduce the noise (although not as
good as triaxial cable), but it’s not possible to compensate the capacitance with a
coaxial cable. Coaxial cable could be used for DC or low frequency measurements
where noise pickup needs to be minimized but cable capacitance is not a problem.
There are commercially available triaxial cables but almost all of them are made
of copper or materials with high thermal conductivity. We got some stainless steel
coaxial cable from Lake Shore Cryotronics. We then got some monel shielding mesh
from Tech-Etch which can be wrapped around the coaxial cable (see Fig. 14). Monel
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Coaxial cable
Monel mesh
Teflon tape
Figure 14: A picture of the home-made triaxial cable.
has a similar thermal conductivity as stainless steel [52], but it is much softer and
easier to wrap around the thin coaxial cable. Now the original shielding layer of the
coaxial cable becomes the “guard” layer of the new triaxial cable, and the added
monel shielding mesh serves as the new shielding layer. We wrapped several layers
of teflon tape over the monel shielding mesh to serve as the insulating layer. This
home-made triaxial cable has a diameter less than 3.5 mm which is thin and flexible
enough to fit into our probe.
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3 Thermopower
As we have mentioned in the introduction, recent transport measurements have
claimed a metal-insulator transition (MIT) in dilute 2D electron systems where the
electron-electron interactions are strong (see review article [17]). However, the change
of resistivity from metallic to insulating temperature dependence displays complex be-
havior and the critical density nc determined from it depends on sample quality — nc
is lower for samples with lower disorder. Thus there has been a great deal of debate
concerning the origin of this change, in particular, whether the change of resistivity
from metallic to insulating temperature dependence signals a real phase transition,
or whether it is just a crossover. We will show that the thermopower we measured
diverges at a well-defined density which is independent of sample disorder, thus pro-
viding evidence that this is a transition to a new phase at low densities. Although
thermopower is not a thermodynamic property such as heat capacity and specific
heat, the disorder-independent critical density shows that this transition is intrinsic,
and we claim that it is an interaction-induced transition, unlike the disorder-induced
transition shown by the resistivity.
The thermopower measurements were performed in an Oxford dilution refrig-
erator with a base temperature of ≈ 30 mK. The sample sit in vacuum and was
thermally anchored to the mixing chamber to get to low temperatures. Fig. 15(a)
shows the schematic measurement circuit of the experiment. As we have explained
before, the thermopower is defined as the ratio of the thermoelectric voltage to the
temperature difference, S = −∆V/∆T . We thermally anchored both the source and
drain contacts of the sample to the mixing chamber, and applied a current through
contact pair P4-P8 or contact pair P1-P5 (employed as a heater) to locally heat
the 2D electrons thus generating a temperature gradient ∆T throughout the sample.
This temperature gradient causes charge carrier to diffuse longitudinally through the
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sample until a compensating voltage ∆V has built up due to charge accumulation.
Please note that although we were applying external current through contact pair
P4-P8, none of this was flowing through the sample in the longitudinal direction,
so the voltage ∆V has nothing to do with applied current. The drain contact was
grounded to ensure this, and the source contact would be the one to be grounded
when heating contact pair P1-P5 (to reverse the direction of the induced temperature
gradient). The applied current was an AC current at very low frequency f (in the
range 0.01-0.1 Hz). This AC current was to make it easier for lock-in measurement
(actually the applied current was the synchronous Sine Output signal generated by
the lock-in while the lock-in was in the INTERNAL reference mode), to filter out
unwanted signals including DC component and other frequency noise.
(a)
(b)
Figure 15: (a) shows the schematic measurement circuit of thermopower experiment.
The AC source is actually the “Sine Out” signal from lock-in. There is a decoupling
box between the AC source and the contact pair P4-P8 to decouple the ground of
the applied current from the common ground, which is not shown in the sketch for
simplicity. (b) shows a schematic view of the sample. The contacts include four pairs
of potential probes, source, and drain; the main part of the sample is shaded. The
thermometers T1 and T2 measure the temperature of the contacts.
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The temperature gradient ∆T was determined by using two thermometers [shown
by T1 and T2 in Fig. 15(b)] glued to the metallic pads of the central probes on the
sample holder which were connected by metallic wires to the contacts on the sample.
The size of the thermometers was specially selected to be slightly smaller than the
metallic pads so that they can fit well. They were glued to the pads using GE Varnish
to ensure good thermal contact but separated from the pads by small piece of cigarette
paper to further ensure electrical isolation (although GE Varnish is also a good insu-
lator). The temperature gradients between the contacts reached 1 – 5 mK over the
distance. The measured temperatures were independent of the electron density in the
central region, indicating that the heat flowed from the heater (contact pair P4-P8
or P1-P5) to the anchor (source and drain contacts) through the lattice, so that our
experiment is similar to a standard setup for thermopower measurements [28]. The
average temperature determined by the thermometers was checked to correspond to
the average electron temperature in the central region measured using the calibrated
sample resistivity. The temperature difference between the pairs of contacts P6, P7,
and the source or drain along the thermal path from the heater to the anchor was
monitored and found to be proportional to the distance between the contacts, as ex-
pected. Constantan or superconducting wiring was employed to minimize heat leaks
from the sample.
The thermoelectric voltage ∆V was measured between the central potential
probes [shaded region in Fig. 15(b)] using a lock-in amplifier in the 2f mode. By
definition this voltage should have the same frequency as the heating power, which
is P = I2R — a second harmonic of the applied current. During the measurement
possible RF pickup was carefully suppressed. Since the thermoelectric voltage was
extremely small (<∼ 100 nV except in the vicinity of the critical density), a low-noise
low-offset LI-75A pre-amplifier was used to amplify the signal before being measured
by the lock-in (see section 2.3 for more details regarding the preamp). For comparison
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the sample resistance was also measured, by a standard four-terminal technique (say,
apply current from source to drain and measure voltage between P6 and P7) at a
frequency ∼ 0.4 Hz. Excitation currents (applied currents) for both resistance mea-
surement and thermopower measurement were kept sufficiently small (0.1 – 1 nA) to
ensure that measurements were taken in the linear regime. This is especially impor-
tant for thermopower measurement, since the frequency of the thermoelectric voltage
might deviate from 2f if the sample was not in the linear regime, considering the fact
that Joule heating is originally P = V I and only when Ohm’s law is applicable the
formula can be written as P = I2R.
3.1 Divergence of Thermopower
Fig. 16 shows our thermopower data as a function of electron density ns at different
temperatures. Since negative mobile charges (electrons) dominates in n-type semicon-
ductors, S is always negative. From Fig. 16 we see that (−S) increases strongly with
decreasing electron density, and tends to infinity at a finite density. This divergent
behavior of the thermopower is even more evident when plotted as the inverse quantity
(−1/S) versus electron density as shown in Fig. 17(a). We can see that the inverse of
thermopower is (approximately) linear with electron density and all the linear fits to
the data at different temperatures extrapolate to zero at a temperature-independent
finite density nt.
In Fig. 16 the thermopower (−S) becomes larger as the temperature is increased.
If we plot (−T/S) as a function of ns as shown in Fig. 18(a), the data collapse onto a
single curve demonstrating that the thermopower S is a linear function of tempera-
ture. This confirms that in our measurement the diffusion part of the thermopower Sd
is dominant and the phonon drag contribution is relatively small in this temperature
range.
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Figure 16: Thermoelectric power, S, as a function of electron density ns at different
temperatures. Many data points are omitted for clarity.
Figure 17: (a) shows the inverse thermopower as a function of electron density at
different temperatures. The solid lines denote linear fits to the data and extrapolate
to zero at a finite density nt. (b) shows the resistivity as a function of temperature
for electron densities (top to bottom): 0.768, 0.783, 0.798, 0.813, 0.828, 0.870, and
0.914× 1011 cm−2.
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This ratio (−T/S) is a function of electron density ns of the form
(−T/S) ∝ (ns − nt)x, (41)
while fits to this expression indicate that the thermopower diverges with decreasing
electron density with a critical exponent x = 1.0± 0.1 at a density nt = (7.8± 0.1)×
1010 cm−2. This density is close to (or the same as) the density for the metal-insulator
transition nc ≈ 8× 1010 cm−2, obtained from resistivity measurements of our sample
shown in Fig. 17(b). This critical, power law behavior of the thermopower is more
clearly demonstrated in the log-log plot shown in Fig. 18(b).
Figure 18: (a) shows (−T/S) versus electron density ns for different temperatures.
The solid line is a linear fit which extrapolates to zero at nt. The extra factor (k
2
B/e)
is multiplied to convert (−T/S) into energy units. (b) is a log-log plot of (−T/S)
versus (ns − nt), demonstrating power law approach to the critical density nt.
In Fig. 19 we show the product (−Sσ) that determines the thermoelectric current
j = −Sσ∇T (σ is the conductivity) as a function of electron density at two different
temperatures. At both 400 mK and 700 mK the product (−Sσ) is approximately
constant in the critical region, that is, (1/S) is proportional to σ in our sample.
Within the relaxation time approximation, one expects the thermopower S to depend
only weakly on scattering, while the scattering should play a major role in determining
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the conductivity [28]. The fact that (−Sσ) is constant signals that disorder is not
the origin of the critical behavior in our low-disorder samples, instead our critical
behavior derives from strong electron-electron interactions (more explanations later).
We can see that the behavior shown in Fig. 18(a) continues smoothly down to the
lowest electron densities achieved, and this confirms that the disorder effects that
might cause deviations are minor.
Figure 19: The product (−Sσ) that determines the thermoelectric current plotted
as a function of electron density ns at different temperatures.
To better understand this, we compare our data with earlier data obtained by
Fletcher et al [5]. They used silicon samples with a relatively high level of disor-
der, as indicated by the appreciably higher density nc for the resistivity determined
metal-insulator transition. Fig. 20(a) is a replot of the thermopower data taken from
Ref. [5], in which we can see that (−T/S) measured well above the critical point
extrapolates to the same density nt as shown in Fig. 18(a) for our sample. However,
in contrast with our data, the product (−Sσ) for the higher-disorder silicon samples
tends to zero at the higher-density transition point nc as shown in Fig. 20(b), due to a
rapidly decreasing conductivity σ for ns < nc. Thus, while the resistive transition nc
varies with disorder, the divergence of the thermopower occurs at a density nt that is
independent of disorder. Please note that a theory for the thermopower near the An-
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derson transition has not been developed yet [28]. However our experimental results
have established the important fact that the thermopower tends toward a divergence
at an electron density nt that is distinctly different from the density for the Anderson
transition. This indicates clearly that the transitions in low- and high-disorder silicon
derive from different sources: whereas in highly-disordered 2D electron systems the
conductivity tends to zero due to disorder, in the clean 2D electron system the drop
of the conductivity occurs at the transition driven by electron-electron interactions
(when the thermopower diverges) [6].
Figure 20: (a) shows (−T/S) versus density at T = 0.3 K for a highly-disordered
2D electron system in silicon, replotted from Ref. [5]. The linear fit (solid line)
extrapolates to zero at the same density nt. The position of the density nc for the
metal-insulator transition was estimated to be 0.99 ± 0.02 × 1011 cm−2. (b) shows
(−Sσ) versus electron density at T = 0.3 K for the same highly-disordered 2D electron
system in silicon [5].
Based on our work T. R. Kirkpatrick and D. Belitz [53] applied simple scaling
arguments to make predictions about other observables, such as the specific heat.
Also stimulated by our experimental results on thermopower, Kridsanaphong Lim-
tragool and Philip W. Phillips [54] argue that non-analytic behavior of thermody-
namic properties need not be reflected in the transport and, conversely, divergences
in transport properties are not necessarily accompanied by singularities in the ther-
modynamics. They claim that the current-carrying degrees of freedom are nonlocal
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for most strongly correlated systems, hence caution must be taken in using standard
scaling arguments to relate the thermopower to divergent correlation lengths as has
been done in Ref. [53].
3.2 Divergence of Effective Mass
Based on Fermi liquid theory, Dolgopolov and Gold [26, 27] recently obtained the
following expression for the diffusion thermopower of strongly interacting 2D electrons
in the low-temperature regime:
S = −α2pikB
2mT
3e~2ns
(42)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and m is the effective mass. This expression, which
resembles the well-known Mott relation for noninteracting electrons (see section 1.3
for more details), was shown to hold for the strongly interacting case provided one
includes the parameter α that depends on both the disorder [22] and interaction
strength [26,27]. The dependence of α on the electron density is rather weak, and the
main effect of electron-electron interactions is to suppress the thermopower S [28].
In our measurement the thermopower S is proportional to T , as expected for the
diffusion thermopower. The measured (−T/S), shown in Fig. 18, decreases linearly
with decreasing electron density, extrapolating to zero at nt. According to Eq. 42,
(−T/S) is proportional to (ns/m), indicating a strong increase of the massm by more
than an order of magnitude. If we combine
(−T/S) ∝ (ns − nt) (43)
from Eq. 41 (take x = 1), and
(−T/S) ∝ (ns/m) (44)
from Eq. 42, we have
m ∝ ns/(ns − nt), (45)
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implying a divergence of the electron mass at the density nt. This behavior is actually
typical in the vicinity of an interaction-induced phase transition [28].
Figure 21: (ns/m
∗) versus electron density ns, where m∗ is the effective mass ob-
tained for the same samples by different measurements [6], is added to the plot of
(-T/S) versus ns. The dashed line is a linear fit. The extra factor (pi~2/2) is multiplied
to convert (ns/m
∗) into energy units (actually pi~2ns/2m∗ is the Fermi energy).
It is interesting to compare these results with the effective mass m∗ obtained
earlier for the same samples in Ref. [6]. There the effective mass m∗ (and the g
factor) were determined by combining measurements of the slope of the conductivity
σ versus temperature with measurements of the parallel magnetic field B∗ for full
spin polarization. As seen in Fig. 21, the two data sets display similar behavior. The
difference in the slopes of two linear fits come from the uncertainty in the coefficient
α in Eq. 42. We may extract the absolute value of m from the thermopower data by
requiring that the two data sets in Fig. 21 correspond to the same value of mass in
the range of electron densities where they overlap (this argument is not true for the
whole density range, more discussions later). From Eq. 42 we have
pi~2ns/2m
−(k2B/e)T/S
=
pi2α
3
(46)
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By requiring m = m∗, we have
pi~2ns/2m∗
−(k2B/e)T/S
=
pi2α
3
(47)
From Fig. 21 we can see that the ratio of the slopes of the two linear fits is around
0.6, that is
pi2α
3
= 0.6, (48)
which yields a coefficient α ≈ 0.18.
According to Eq. 42, the absolute value of m could be written as
m =
3~2
2piα
(
ns
−(k2B/e)T/S
) (49)
From Fig. 18(b) and Eq. 41 we have
−(k2B/e)T/S ∝ (ns − nt) (50)
For ns = 8.2× 1010 cm−2, nt = 7.8× 1010 cm−2,
−(k2B/e)T/S = 0.82− 0.78 = 0.04 meV (51)
Thus at ns = 8.2× 1010 cm−2, we have the value of mass
m =
3× (6.58× 10−16 eV · s)2
2× 3.14× 0.18 (
8.2× 1014 m−2
0.04 meV
) = 3.77× 10−30 kg (52)
Considering the band mass of Si mb = 0.19me where me = 0.91 × 10−30 kg is the
free electron mass, in our measurement the corresponding mass enhancement in the
critical region reaches m/mb ≈ 22 at ns = 8.2× 1010 cm−2.
Although the Zeeman field B∗ required to fully polarize the spins and the ther-
mopower measurements both imply a large enhancement of the effective mass, the
two experiments actually measure different effective masses. The thermopower gives
a measure of the mass at the Fermi level, while B∗ measures the mass related to the
bandwidth, which is the Fermi energy counted from the band bottom [28]. In other
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words, while the thermopower as well as the conductivity are sensitive to the low
energy excitations within an energy range ∼ kBT near the Fermi energy, the Zeeman
field B∗ for full spin polarization is a measure of the bandwidth and is sensitive to
the behavior of all states including those relatively far from the Fermi energy.
For ns ≥ 1011 cm−2, the mass was found to be essentially the same [55, 56],
thereby justifying our determination of α (by requiring the two data sets to have the
same value). On the other hand, the behaviors are different at the densities reached in
our experiment in the very close vicinity of the critical point nt (ns < 10
11 cm−2). The
bandwidth-related massm∗ was found to increase by a maximum factor ≈ 4, although
it might not be very convincing by just looking at Fig. 21 since the density only went
down to ns ∼ 1.5 × 1011 cm−2. Indeed, we argue that the bandwidth-related mass
does not increase strongly near nt. If so, the ratio of the spin and cyclotron splittings
in perpendicular magnetic fields would increase considerably with decreasing electron
density so that the spin-up and spin-down levels should cross whenever this ratio is an
integer. One should then observe a Shubnikov - de Haas oscillation beating pattern
with decreasing electron density, including several switches between the oscillation
numbers in weak magnetic fields [28]. Instead, the Shubnikov - de Haas oscillations
observed in the dilute 2D electron system in silicon reveal one switch from cyclotron
to spin minima (the ratio of the spin and cyclotron splittings reaches ≈ 1) as the
electron density is decreased [57], the spin minima surviving down to ns ≈ nc and
even below [39].
In effect, while the bandwidth does not decrease appreciably in the close vicinity
of the critical point nt and the effective mass obtained from such measurements does
not exhibit a true divergence, the thermopower measurements yield the effective mass
at the Fermi energy, which does indeed diverge [28].
A divergence of the effective mass has been predicted by a number of theories. In
contrast with most theories that assume a parabolic spectrum, the authors of Ref. [58]
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stress that there is a clear distinction between the mass at the Fermi level and the
bandwidth related mass. In this respect, our conclusions are consistent with the
model of Ref. [58] in which a flattening at the Fermi energy in the spectrum leads to
a diverging effective mass. It is interesting to note that this Fermi liquid-based model
implies the existence of an intermediate phase that precedes Wigner crystallization.
3.3 Conclusion
There has been a great deal of debate concerning the origin of the interesting, enig-
matic behavior in these strongly interacting 2D electron systems. In particular, many
have questioned whether the change of the resistivity from metallic to insulating tem-
perature dependence signals a phase transition, or whether it is a crossover.
We measured the thermopower S of a low-disorder two-dimensional electron
system in silicon and found that with decreasing density ns the thermopower exhibits
a sharp increase by more than an order of magnitude, tending to a divergence at
a finite disorder-independent density nt consistent with the critical form (−T/S) ∝
(ns−nt)x with x = 1.0± 0.1 (T is the temperature). Within Fermi liquid theory, the
thermopower measurements also yield the effective mass at the Fermi energy which
diverges at the same density nt.
Unlike the resistivity which displays complex behavior that may not distinguish
between a transition and a crossover, our result that the thermopower diverges at a
well-defined density provides clear evidence that this is a transition to a new phase
at low density in a strongly interacting 2D electron system. The next challenge is to
determine the nature of this phase.
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4 Wigner Crystal
In Chapter 3 we have shown that the divergence of the thermopower at a finite
disorder-independent density provides evidence for the existence of a phase transition
from a metallic-like phase into an insulating-like phase in the strongly-interacting 2D
electron system. Concerning the nature of this insulating phase, there have been sev-
eral suggestions of possible states including the paramagnetic/spin-polarized Fermi
liquid, charge density wave/spin density wave, and also Wigner crystals [31]. Our cur-
rent measurements seek to provide evidence for the presence of a zero-field Wigner
solid by transport measurements — measuring activated linear conductivity and non-
linear electric field dependence of the conductivity, as well as detecting the noise
generated by the sliding crystallites.
4.1 Non-linear I-V Characteristics
The transport measurements have been used to provide evidences for the existence
of Wigner crystal [7, 34, 36, 38]. Since we are interested in the insulating regime of
the 2D electron system where the highest resistance is on the order of GΩ (109 Ω),
the sample resistance cannot be obtained from lock-in (typical input resistance 100
MΩ) AC measurement or normal DVM (digital voltmeter, typical input resistance 10
MΩ) whose input resistances are orders of magnitude smaller than GΩ (see Fig. 22).
Electrometer with high enough input resistance might give reasonable values of sample
resistance, but the resistance it measures is always at one fixed small current (around
zero) and it wouldn’t provide enough information if the sample is actually non-ohmic.
Further error might even occur if the Si-MOSFET sample has a non-negligible input
voltage/current offset (V 6= 0 when I = 0). The most clear and accurate way would
be to measure the I-V characteristic of the sample and get the differential resistance
dV/dI at various points.
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Figure 22: Principle of measuring resistance. The device can give an accurate value
only if its input resistance is much higher than the resistance to be measured r ¿ RL
The measurement was performed in our 3He fridge. The schematic measurement
circuit is shown in Fig. 23. It is a four-terminal DC measurement using Keithley 236
Source-Measurement Unit as a combination of current source and voltmeter (input
impedance > 1014 Ω paralleled by < 20 pF). Since part of the contacts (“drain” and
the two contacts next to it) on the sample we used are not working, we passed the
current through P3 to the grounded “source”, and measured the potential difference
V between two voltage probes P7 and P6. During the measurement, the sample was
submerged inside the 3He pot filled with liquid 3He. The temperature of the 3He pot
(thus the sample temperature) was controlled to be stable at various points between
∼ 2 K down to base temperature ∼ 0.26 K. The electric current passing through
the sample was set to be very small (below 1 nA), so possible overheating effect is
minimized. The sweep rate of the current was set within the range between 10 pA
per 5 s and 0.05 pA per 5 s. A particular sweep rate was chosen based on the fact
that further reducing this sweep rate would not influence much the shape of the curve
that’s being measured (see Fig. 26(b)).
When the sample is in the insulating regime (electron density ns < the critical
density nc), the I-V characteristic starts to display a distinct S-shape form as shown in
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Figure 23: Four-terminal measurement circuit of the I-V characteristics
Fig. 24. At relatively small current (voltage) through the sample, the voltage changes
linearly with increasing current and the slope dV/dI (which is almost a constant) gives
the resistance of the sample within this current/voltage range. We could call this
linear part “linear regime” of the I-V characteristic. However, above some threshold
voltage VT (or threshold current IT ), the slope of the I-V curve decreases sharply to
a much smaller, but still nonzero value, indicating an abrupt change in the sample
resistance.
Figure 24: I-V characteristics at base temperature at different electron densities (in
units of 1010 cm−2)
Before going into details about the conduction mechanism implied by the non-
linear I-V characteristics, we need to mention one thing which might seem to be a little
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confusing at first glance of Fig. 24: the threshold voltages are different for positive
and negative I, and V becomes zero not at I = 0 but at I ≈ -50 pA. One would
naturally expect the I-V curve to be kind of symmetric about the origin point (0, 0),
or at least the voltage across the sample to be zero at zero current, but neither of
them seem to be true here. This voltage and current offset might due to an RF pickup
voltage and/or an RF pickup current in the sample. The pickup signal is sensitive to
everything, including measurement circuit, wire location, sample contacts etc. To get
optimized results, one should always try to suppress the pickup. However, the offset
by itself usually yields a shift of the I-V dependence as a whole, so the measured I-V
curves could still be used to determine the resistance of the sample (unless the RF
pickup responsible for the offset causes the sample overheating, which will be noticed
from resistance deviating from activation behavior — to be explained later).
This strongly non-linear behavior of I-V characteristics is not a new phenomenon.
It was first observed in NbSe3 associated with CDW (charge density wave) formation
and it was interpreted as an evidence for depinning of CDW phase (see review [59]
and references within). Since the I-V characteristics measured here and those that
have been measured in many different 2D electron systems at both high magnetic
fields and zero field [7, 8, 34, 36, 38] are similar to the I-V characteristics observed in
NbSe3, we may use analogs of the theory in CDW and interpret our data as evidence
of sliding Wigner solids.
In terms of a two-fluid model [59], the total conductivity in the 2D electron
system has two contributions. At low electric field (“linear regime”) the conductivity
is due to uncondensed electrons excited across the single-carrier disorder-induced
gap [36]. At V > VT , an additional channel of conduction opens up which reduces the
resistance and we may associate this conductivity (gained by application of the electric
field) with the motion of the negatively charged electron solid (Wigner crystal) [9,36].
An alternative way to understand this is to fix the potential difference V across
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the sample (between the two potential probes). Then in the I-V characteristics the
total current across the sample can be written as
Itot = In + IW (53)
where In refers to current carried by the uncondensed electrons, and IW refers to
current carried by condensed electrons (Wigner solids/crystals) [59]. This implies
that not all the electrons have crystallized into electron solids and the “two fluids”
in our two-fluid model are: electrons which are crystallized into one or a few Wigner
crystals, and the uncondensed electrons. The only exception is when the linear portion
of the I-V characteristics becomes completely vertical giving In ≡ IT = 0 (IT is the so-
called threshold current), there might be no uncondensed electrons (more explanations
later). Other than that, the state of the 2D electron system is a mixture of these two
components.
0
V
VT
I(V) = ItotI(ohmic)
IW = I(V) – I(ohmic)
Figure 25: Schematic plot of calculating the current carried by moving Wigner
crystals IW
In the linear regime where Itot = In (at V < VT ), the total current is carried only
by the uncondensed electrons. Please note that these uncondensed electrons are not
“free electrons” but localized electrons, indicated by the huge resistance calculated
from the slope of I-V and the activated behavior of resistivity shown by Eq. 55 and
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Fig. 26(a). Above the threshold voltage where the total current is a combination of
two parts, the current due to the moving Wigner crystals is
IW = Itot − In = I(V )− I(ohmic) (54)
Since the current carried by the uncondensed electrons In is expected to continue
following an ohmic behavior (that is, linear I-V curve as with Ohm’s law) above the
threshold, we may estimate it using I(ohmic) which is the current corresponding to
the ohmic conductivity measured below threshold [10] and can be evaluated from
the measured I and V values (see Fig. 25). Besides the additional current, there
will be some noise generated simultaneously with the depinning of the solid and
accompanying its sliding. This noise is believed to be the consequence of the ”jerking”
of electron solid across the random potential (see Ref. [34] and references in it), and
we will discuss about this in the next section.
4.1.1 Conductivity Below the Threshold
Fig. 26(a) shows the sample resistance (within the linear regime) determined from
slope of the linear portion of the I-V curve dV/dI as a function of temperature plotted
on a semilogarithmic scale at a few different electron densities. The current sweep rate
is carefully chosen for each measurement so that the sample is allowed to equilibrate
[36] and the slope of the I-V is always maximized as shown in Fig. 26(b). In Fig. 26(a)
the sample resistance R increases with decreasing temperature, following a straight
line as a function of inverse temperature 1/T on the semilogarithmic scale except for
those very-low-temperature points (say, temperature below 0.4 K). This agrees with
the formula of the thermally activated behavior,
ρ = ρ0exp(∆/kBT ) (55)
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where ∆ is the activation energy of the conduction process determined by the slopes
of the linear lnρ vs 1/T lines (resistivity ρ = 5R/12, 5/12 is the aspect ratio of our
sample).
(a)
(b)
Figure 26: (a) Sample resistance as a function of inverse temperature (Arrhenius
plot) at different electron densities. For each density, the slope of the linear part gives
the activation energy. (b) Expanded linear portion of the I-V characteristics at three
different sweep rates: 5 pA per step (5 s) for black line, 0.05 pA per step (5 s) for red
line, 0.025 pA per step (5 s) for blue line. We chose 0.05 pA per step (5 s) for the rest
measurements as further reducing the sweep rate does not influence much the shape.
It has been known that at high enough temperature the electrons in the valence
band of semiconductors can be thermally activated into the conduction band, leaving
mobile holes behind in the valence band and both the electrons and holes can serve as
free carriers and contribute to the conduction process. At relatively low temperatures
however, the transport effects in doped semiconductors in its insulating phase are not
due to free carriers but occur as a result of charge transport (tunneling) between
impurity states. In other words, the conduction takes place by hopping of electrons
from occupied to unoccupied localized donor states [60].
This “nearest-neighbor hopping” process is in general also a thermally activated
process because although the driving force of the diffusion of electron is gradient
of a field variable (say, electric field), the temperature increases the activity of the
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diffusing species — electrons (or holes, for p-type). The activation energy in this
simple activated process is found to be comparable to the bandwidth, while in the
band tail the bandwidth has to be of the order of (Ec − EF ) [1] with energy Ec
the mobility edge below which the electrons are localized. Thus the activation to
and across the mobility edge would always be expected to dominate nearest-neighbor
hopping, which means the electrons are activated from the localized states to free or
at least extended states which can contribute to the conduction process. This is the
case for the data in Fig. 26(a) in temperature range above 0.4 K.
At low enough temperature, longer hops with lower activation energy become
favored and the expected dependence is the Mott’s variable-range hopping behavior
which follows a formula lnρ ∼ T−α, with α = 1/3 in 2D system for constant density
of states at the Fermi level [61] and α = 1/2 if we consider the Coulomb interaction
between electrons [62]. This would give a decreasing slope of the lnρ versus 1/T curve
and could be the reason why the resistance in Fig. 26(a) shows weaker temperature
dependence (deviates from straight lines) at lowest temperature. An alternative ex-
planation for this deviation could be overheating of electrons in the sample at lowest
temperatures due to RF pickup or not-good-enough thermal coupling. If the actual
electron temperature is higher than the “sample temperature” shown by the ther-
mometer, the sample resistance would appear to be smaller than expected, as shown
in Fig. 26(a).
Fig. 27 shows the activation energy ∆ as a function of electron density. We
can see that the activation energy decreases linearly (within experimental accuracy)
with increasing electron density and it extrapolates to zero at a density around n∆ =
7.1 × 1010 cm−2. At this density we have activation energy ∆ = Ec − EF = 0, thus
the Fermi energy EF at this density n∆ = 7.1× 1010 cm−2 gives the mobility edge Ec
of our system
Ec =
~2pin∆
2m∗
= 0.45 meV (56)
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Figure 27: Activation energy ∆ decreases linearly as a function of electron density
and tends to zero as approaching the phase boundary.
(here we include the valley degeneracy of two for MOSFET in (100) surface thus
EF =
~2pins
2m∗ ). With the value of Ec we are able to calculate the expected energy for
the electrons to jump to the mobility edge at, say, ns = 4.7× 1010 cm−2,
Ec − EF = ~
2pi(n∆ − ns)
2m∗
= 0.15 meV (57)
In Fig. 27 the measured activation energy at ns = 4.7 × 1010 cm−2 is around 1.1 K
which equals 0.095 meV (1 K = 0.0862 meV [63]). We could say that this measured
value agrees with our calculated value within experimental accuracy.
Please note that the conductivity in the linear regime and the measured acti-
vation energy would not be able to be distinguished from the conduction behavior
observed in normal insulators thus has nothing to do with Wigner crystal states [36].
Some papers attributed this “linear regime conductivity” to the electrons inside the
Wigner crystal states excited to some excited state [34] and related the measured
activation energy with some parameters of the Wigner crystal [7]. Here we argue
that the energy required for an electron WITHIN the Wigner crystal to jump out of
the crystal could be estimated by the Coulomb energy between electrons, which is
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∼ e2√pins/ε = 7.2 meV (take ns = 4.7 × 1010 cm−2). This is much bigger than the
measured activation energy 0.095 meV (1.1 K), thus there is not enough energy for
the electron to jump out of the Wigner crystal at this temperature.
4.1.2 Additional Channel of Conduction
As we have mentioned before, the strongly non-linear behavior of I-V characteristics
above the threshold is due to an additional channel of conduction opened up which
is attributed to the sliding Wigner crystals. A similar idea was first proposed by
Frohlich [64] about this “sliding-mode conductivity”. At the threshold field ET (VT/d,
where d ∼ 0.12 mm is the distance between the two potential probes of our sample)
the electron solids are depinned, sliding through the sample and carrying current with
them. There is a relation between the threshold field, the pinning energy and the size
(total charge) of the Wigner crystal.
One may notice that the turning point at threshold voltage VT also gives a
“threshold current” IT . However, an increase in the temperature would broaden
the threshold (thus changes IT ) while not affecting the voltage drop VT across the
sample [7, 8]. In other words, the threshold voltage is practically temperature-
independent, thus we choose to use voltage rather than current as the physical
parameter responsible for the threshold [7].
The reason why the threshold process is associated with the depinning of electron
solids (collective phase) instead of delocalization of individual electrons (for example,
those uncondensed electrons) is because the experimental values of ET (thus VT ) are
far too low to be explained by delocalization of individual electrons in the framework
of single-particle localization model [34]. Fig. 29(c) shows a way to determine thresh-
old voltage VT from measured I-V curves. Within the framework of single-particle
localization (SPL) model, a conduction threshold is associated with a breakdown of
localized states [65] which occurs when the electric field is sufficiently high to sup-
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Figure 28: Enlarged threshold region of the I-V characteristics at three different tem-
peratures. Adapted from Ref [7]. See Fig. 2(a) in Ref [8] for a similar measurement
at zero field.
ply an electron with energy higher than its binding energy Wb. Thus the threshold
electric field estimated following this understanding could be written as
ET ∼ Wb/el (58)
where l is mean free path of the electrons. According to Ioffe-Regel criterion for
strong single-particle localization [1], the mean free path l should be smaller than
the wavelength of the electron 2pi/kF if we want the single electron to be strongly
localized. On the other hand, the binding energy Wb should be much bigger than
the activation energy ∆ presented in Fig. 27, since with those activation energies the
threshold behavior was not yet observed. In this case value of the threshold field ET
needed for delocalizing individual electrons should be much greater than
∆(kF/2pi)/e = ∆(2pins)
1/2/2pie ∼ 8× 102 V/m (59)
with ∆/kB ∼ 1.1 K at 4.7 × 1010 cm−2 (see Fig. 27). This value is more than one
order of magnitude bigger than the experimentally observed value
ET = VT/d ∼ 40 V/m (60)
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with VT ∼ 5 mV, d ∼ 0.12 mm.
In a word, the threshold field needed for delocalizing individual electrons is much
greater than the field observed experimentally, showing that our results of the thresh-
old behavior are inconsistent with single-particle localization and support the collec-
tive nature of the effect [34]. On one hand, the uncondensed single electrons could
not be completely delocalized within the voltage range we use, thus if the conduction
is only due to this part of electrons (that is, the current contribution In in Eq. 54),
the I-V characteristics should have always followed an ohmic behavior in the whole
current/voltage range and no threshold behavior is possible. On the other hand, the
threshold voltage observed is not big enough to break the single-particle localized
states, thus the observed threshold behavior and the additional conductivity beyond
the threshold point must come from some other current carriers which is “easier” to
be delocalized/depinned, and we attribute the additional conductivity to the sliding
of collective phase Wigner crystals. We can consider a naive picture that one Wigner
crystal containing n electrons is pinned by only one pinning center (a stricter picture
will be discussed in section 4.1.4). In this case the (depinning) electric force applied
becomes neET = neVT/d, while the pinning force determined by the (unparallel)
electric field from the pinning center does not increase as a function of n. Thus when
n is big enough, the depinning force is always possible to exceed the pinning force,
and the Wigner crystal is depinned.
For the conductivity below the threshold (V < VT ), it is obvious that the energy
gained purely from the electric field is not enough for the uncondensed electrons to be
activated to and across the mobility energy (considering eEl ≤ eET l is much smaller
than the activation energy ∆ while ∆ does not depend on electric field E), thus most
part (actually, almost all) of the activation energy comes from thermal energy (that
is, the temperature). This actually agrees with the name “thermally activate behav-
ior”, and we have known that at low enough temperature the resistivity/conductivity
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deviates from activated behavior and changes to variable-range hopping, due to not
enough activation energy (see Fig. 26(a) and the discussions about it).
In Fig. 24 the “step-height” of the nonlinear I-V characteristics, i.e., the thresh-
old voltage becomes smaller and smaller when the electron density increases from
the insulating side. Following the method shown in Fig. 29(c), we can numerically
determine the threshold voltage VT and plot the threshold voltage as a function of
the electron density as shown in Fig. 29(a). One may notice that the absolute val-
ues of VT looks different from what is shown in Fig. 24. That’s because the sample
changed slightly when we had to do some wiring and recooled the sample from room
temperature.
In Fig. 29(a) the threshold voltage VT of the sample decreases and tends to zero
as the electron density ns increases and approaches a critical density value nVT ∼
7.2 × 1010 cm−2 from the insulating side. Since VT is actually an indicator of the
nonlinearity of I-V characteristics, the I-V curve becomes linear when the threshold
voltage vanishes (VT = 0). This critical density nVT determined by vanishing nonlin-
earity agrees with the density n∆ at which the activation energy extrapolates to zero
(shown in Fig. 27) within experimental accuracy. Actually one method people have
been using to determine the Metal-Insulator Transition point of the sample is based on
a vanishing activation energy combined with a vanishing nonlinearity (thus threshold
voltage VT ) of I-V characteristics when extrapolated from the insulating phase [8].
Following this we have the critical density for our sample nc = 7.2 × 1010 cm−2.
(Please note that the difference between this density here and the critical density we
indicated in Chapter 3 might come from uncertainties in the measurements of acti-
vation energy and threshold voltage, or even from uncertainties in the measurements
of the SdH oscillations in section 2.2 which we used to convert the gate voltage V g
to electron density ns. During a more careful measurement, the critical density for
the MIT in these Si-MOSFETs samples was checked to be close to 8× 1010 cm−2.)
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 29: (a) Threshold voltage VT tends to zero as electron density approaches
the phase boundary from the insulating side. Note that the absolute values of VT
looks different from what shows in Fig. 24 because the sample state changed slightly
when we had to do some wiring and recooled the sample from room temperature.
The voltage and current offset due to possible RF pickup only yields a shift of the I-V
dependence as a whole thus would not have much influence on the value of VT . (b)
shows the re-measured I-V characteristics from which the data in part (a) is gotten.
Care has been taken that all the threshold voltage and the resistance/activation en-
ergy data presented were measured within a few days during one single cooling-down
so that the sample status stayed almost the same between different measurements.
(c) shows the method used to determine VT from I-V characteristic. Here we average
the threshold voltage for positive and negative currents.
4.1.3 Localization Length vs. Correlation Length
There are several characteristic lengths that can be calculated from the I-V nonlinear
characteristics. One is the so-called “localization length” L. By definition the local-
ization length is the exponential decay length of the electron wave function. It has
been calculated from the equation eEL = activation energy, and been interpreted as
the distance across which one needs to accelerate an electron to gain the amount of
activation energy [8].
We argue that this equation “eEL = activation energy” only works for nonlinear
behavior due to delocalization of individual electrons, and does not really work in our
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case.
Below the threshold, the electric field is not doing anything since the I-V char-
acteristic is linear (no conductivity dependence on E). There the conductivity is due
to temperature only and the energy the electrons gained are thermal energy, thus the
equation has no physical meaning.
Above the threshold, if the nonlinear behavior is due to delocalization of in-
dividual electrons, enough distance L is required to accelerate the electrons to an
energy close to the activation energy, that is, eEL = activation energy, where E
is the electric field applied to the electrons above the threshold. Please note that
this activation energy is the one been determined from the linear parts of the I-V
at different temperatures. In our case, according to Fig. 27, the activation energy
∆/kB ∼ 1 K (kB = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K) at ns = 4.7 × 1010 cm−2, and the threshold
field ET ∼ 40 V/m at this density. Thus rightly after the threshold, the minimum
distance one needs to accelerate an individual electron would be L = ∆/eET , which
gives an unreasonably long distance L ≈ 2 µm. Considering the averaged distance
between electrons at this density ≈ (pins)−1/2 = 26 nm, if we need to accelerate the
electron across a minimum 2 µm to gain the amount of energy required for nonlinear
behavior, there would be big overlaps between the electron wave functions leading to
the existence of extended states and thus good conductance. However, the resistance
in the linear regime (below threshold) at density 4.7 × 1010 cm−2 is above 108 Ω at
low temperature (see Fig. 26), clearly giving low conductance. This conflict shows
that we do not have enough space to accelerate the electrons in order for them to
have the required amount of energy.
On the contrast, if the nonlinear behavior above the threshold is due to depinning
of Wigner crystals in our sample, the Wigner crystal(s) only need to gain the amount
of energy bigger than its (their) binding energy in order to get depinned, while the
binding energy has nothing to do with the activation energy of individual electrons
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determined from the linear regime. If we have to write an equation for depinned
Wigner crystal similar to “eEL = activation energy”, it should be (ne)EL = binding
energy, where ne is the total charge of the Wigner crystal. In this case we do not
need big L to “accelerate” the Wigner crystal to gain enough energy in order to get
depinned, and the condition of the high resistance will not be conflict. A better way
to express is the threshold would occur when (ne)E exceeds the pinning force, and it
is unclear whether we could really define a “localization length” L in our system.
Another characteristic length that has been calculated from the I-V nonlinear
characteristics is the so-called “correlation length” [66]. By definition the correlation
length Lc is a measure of the range over which fluctuations in one region of space
are correlated with those in another region. If the distance r between two electrons
is small compared to the correlation length Lc, the interaction between the electrons
will cause them to be correlated. The correlation decays to zero exponentially with
the distance r between the electrons. Two points which are separated by a distance
larger than the correlation length will each have fluctuations which are relatively
independent, that is, uncorrelated. [67,68]
Based on the discussion we have about the localization length L, it is clear that
it doesn’t sounds very convincing to associate the localization length L with the size
of a Wigner crystal or any collective phase/domain size. Instead we argue that one
should relate the size of the collective phase Wigner crystal to the correlation length
Lc. B. G. A. Normand, P. B. Littlewood and A. J. Millis have done careful theoretical
calculations about the correlation length and interpreted it as the linear dimension
of the decorrelated domains formed when the Wigner crystal distorts in the presence
of disorder (and the transverse fluctuations become unbounded beyond this length
scale) [69]. It was labeled as LT in that paper and its Eq. (5.1) gives an formula to
calculate LT using experimental data. Following that formula we have the correlation
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length
Lc =
√
17.6n¯α
ET
a (61)
where a is the “Wigner-crystal-lattice constant” which is the interspace between near-
est electrons in Wigner crystals, n¯ is the electron density in units of 1010 cm2 and
ET is the threshold electric field in units of V/cm. In Ref. [69] they have assumed
α = 0.02. With n¯ = 4.7 [1010 cm2], ET = 0.4 [V/cm], we have Lc ≈ 2a in our sample.
It is not very clear why the calculated correlation length has such a small value. One
thing we must be aware of is that the treatment in Ref. [69] is entirely classical.
4.1.4 Discussions
We have examined the nonlinear I-V characteristics carefully and have shown that the
2D electron system with the nonlinear I-V characteristics is a mixture of two states:
the initial linear regime conductivity merely comes from the uncondensed electrons,
and the additional conductivity above the threshold is due to the motion of condensed
electrons (Wigner crystals).
During the whole discussion, we have pre-assumed that the uncondensed elec-
trons and the condensed electrons do not interconvert between each other when the
overall electron density ns is a constant. In other words, neither temperature nor elec-
tric current can make condensed electrons convert to uncondensed electrons, or vice
verse. This is easy to understand. Since the condensed-electron state Wigner crystals
only form when Coulomb potential energy is much larger than the kinetic energy, in
order to have the Wigner crystals melt into uncondensed electrons (in our measure-
ments), an energy needs to be applied to overcome the Coulomb interaction energy
between the electrons. We have estimated the Coulomb energy between eletrons is
∼ e2√pins/ε = 7.2 meV = 83.5 K (take ns = 4.7 × 1010 cm−2, and 1 K = 0.0862
meV). This is much bigger than our measurement temperature range (below 2 K) and
the energy which can be applied by the electric field eEl ∼ eET/√pins = 0.001 meV ,
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thus neither thermal energy nor energy due to electric field can overcome the Coulomb
interaction energy. However, we have seen a broadening of threshold with increasing
temperature in Fig. 28. This is because the conductivity of the uncondensed electrons
changes with temperature — the conduction process of the uncondensed electrons is
a thermally-activated process. In this case, when we have a completely vertical lin-
ear portion of the I-V, it could either due to the fact that there is no uncondensed
electrons thus In = 0 (as explained before, this is the only exception that the sys-
tem is not a mixture of two states), or it could also be because the conductivity of
uncondensed electrons is extremely small (thus infinite resistivity) at extremely low
temperature T → 0 thus the initial slope looks vertical. The fact that the thresh-
old voltage (voltage drop) VT does not change with temperature in Fig. 28 further
confirms that the pinning (depinning) energy of the Wigner crystals does not change
with temperature thus the Wigner crystals do not (partially) melt when temperature
increases.
At low temperature the melting of Wigner crystal is only expected to occur when
its electron density changes. As the electron density in the Wigner crystal increases,
the alignment that naturally arises as a result of the interaction between electrons
would be destroyed by kinetic energy [68], which is the Fermi energy in our case.
Considering EF ∼ ns and EC ∼ √ns, above a critical density nc (see Eq. 9) the
Wigner solid states would “melt”, not due to large thermal energy over potential
energy but due to large Fermi energy over potential energy. That is why this process
is called “cold melting”.
In this case it is natural to say that in the mixture of two states, the uncondensed
electron state actually has higher electron density than Wigner crystal state. In other
words, in some parts of the sample the electron densities are so high that their kinetic
energy exceeds the potential energy and the electrons cannot condense into Wigner
crystal states. Then a following question would be: how could the electron density be
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so inhomogeneous within one sample? It has been proposed that in the presence of
impurities, there will be potential fluctuations near the Si-SiO2 interface [1] although
we have assumed the atomic lattice to be a uniformly distributed positive charge
background (see section 1.4). Some of these potential fluctuations could be long
range fluctuations which separate the electrons into isolated groups. In this case the
electron density could be different within different potential minimums. There could
also be some short range fluctuations within each long range fluctuation potential
minimum to localize the electrons in each potential well, while a Wigner crystal
might form when the electron density is low enough and the short range fluctuations
within that potential well is not so interrupting. When the applied electric field is big
enough (above some threshold), the Wigner crystal localized/pinned by the long range
fluctuation potential minimum would be delocalized/depinned and slide through the
long range fluctuations. Each peak in the potential fluctuations would contribute
to a same frequency in the generated noise spectrum (if the sliding direction of the
Wigner crystal does not change, i.e., if the Wigner crystal does not rotate during the
motion) because the frequency is determined by the periodicity in the Wigner crystal
(see Fig. 34).
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4.2 Measurement of Generated AC Voltage
As we have mentioned in the previous section, due to lack of comprehensive and
detailed theories for the quantum Wigner crystal, most understandings about non-
linear I-V characteristics — such as two-fluid model and “sliding-mode conductivity”
etc. — are using analogs of the earlier experiments and theories on a well-studied
topic: charge-density wave.
Charge-density wave (CDW) and the closely related spin-density wave (SDW)
are non uniform states in which the charge density or the spin density (or both)
exhibit spatial oscillations at a wave vector in the material [31]. The formation of
charge-density-wave ground state is by now well documented in a broad range of
so-called low-dimensional solids, such as the quasi one-dimensional material NbSe3
(reviewed in [59]). Charge density wave state has also been predicted to be one of the
possible ground states of the 2D electron system in Si-MOSFET’s in the low-density
limit.
In previous CDW experiments, besides the non-linear I-V characteristics we have
discussed, a generation of AC noise (current/voltage oscillations) in the nonlinear con-
ductivity region has been detected accompanying the nonlinear conduction process.
The excess current appearing above the threshold VT in the nonlinear I-V characteris-
tics has been attributed to depinning of electron solids — CDW in the case of NbSe3
(Wigner crystal in our case), and this is called sliding-mode conduction [64]. For a
depinned CDW, one might expect that the motion of the CDW through an array of
pinning sites would result in conduction noise [9]. John Bardeen et al. [10] actually
did a careful calculation by assuming the CDW moving adiabatically over the peaks
and valleys of the pinning potential in such a way that the total energy of the wave
(kinetic plus potential) is constant, thus yields an estimation of the amplitude and
frequency of the current oscillations.
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4.2.1 Review of Old Experiments
R. M. Fleming and C. C. Grimes are among the first people who made the observation
of generation of AC noise using NbSe3. For a preliminary investigation, they applied
DC current through the sample and detected the voltage signal using a lock-in ampli-
fier (AC voltmeter mode) with a bandpass prefilter. This resulted in a narrow-band
amplification of the signal and Fig. 30 shows the rectified amplifier output as a func-
tion of DC current at selected frequencies. For currents below threshold the noise
output is primarily instrumental. At currents corresponding to threshold field ET , an
abrupt broad-band increase in noise occurs. At higher currents, discrete frequencies
appear as evidenced by the sharp structure in the amplifier output. [9]
Figure 30: Output of a lock-in amplifier used in an AC voltmeter mode at selected
values of a bandpass prefilter. Structure in lock-in output indicates presence of dis-
crete frequencies. Adapted from Ref. [9]
A spectral analysis of the noise output was also made using a spectrum analyzer
with the DC current held at a number of constant values. Fig. 31 shows the intensity
of the signal (after preamplification of 500 times) as a function of frequency for a
number of different currents [9]. As the current is increased from zero (Fig. 31(e))
to a value above threshold (Fig. 31(d)), the broad-band noise increases by about a
factor of 10 (the base line, increases from -80 dBV to -70 dBV), and a well-defined
frequency (green circle) and many harmonics are superimposed. The magnitude of
the fundamental frequency (green circle) increases with increasing current. The fact
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that there are many harmonics present shows that the current oscillation has a peri-
odic but nonsinusoidal time dependence [59]. At higher values of current, additional
frequencies (blue triangle) and their harmonics can be detected.
Figure 31: Output of the spectrum analyzer for selected values of current. Increasing
current from zero (e) to a value above threshold (d) results in an increase of broad-
band noise plus a discrete frequency with numerous harmonics. Currents and DC
voltages (a) I = 270 µA, V = 5.81 mV, (b) I = 219 µA, V = 5.05 mV, (c) I = 154
µA, V = 4.07 mV, (d) I = 123 µA, V = 3.40 mV, (e) I = V = 0. Adapted from
Ref. [9]
The frequency of the oscillation peak (fundamental frequency) is proportional
to the excess current (not the total current) as shown in Fig. 33 [10]. A replot of
Fig. 31 also shows this approximate linearity if we estimate the excess current ICDW
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Figure 32: Fundamental frequency of oscillation peak as a function of total current
Itot. Data is extracted from Fig. 31. The fitting line would be a straight line through
the origin if the horizontal axis is changed to be ICDW = Itot − 120 µA
using Itot − IT ≈ Itot − 120 µA (see Fig. 32). A more accurate way to calculate the
excess current should follow what is shown in Fig. 25. The two-fluid model has made
it clear that not all the electrons have formed the condensate phase. Since ICDW is a
quantity only related to the CDW, ICDW/f becomes a direct measure of the number
of electrons participating in the CDW state [10]. More detailed calculations will be
performed when we apply all the discussion above to the state of quantum Wigner
crystal.
Several groups have done the noise measurement (measurement of the generated
AC voltage) using Si-MOSFETs and have claimed it as evidence for the existence of
Wigner crystal state [34, 36, 38]. In Ref. [34, 36] they observed an abrupt increase of
the amplitude of the AC voltage at the threshold voltage when sweeping DC current
through the sample, but what they detected are actually broadband noise that doesn’t
have any current-dependent fundamental frequency. (Please note: the fact that Gold-
man’s group were measuring at ∼ 1 kHz in a narrow bandwidth 10 Hz doesn’t mean
what they detected is “narrow-band noise”. The definition of “broadband noise” here
is that the noise is almost constant at all frequencies, like white light.) In Ref. [38]
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Figure 33: Fundamental oscillation frequency vs CDW current ICDW in NbSe3.
Adapted from Ref. [10]
they measured the narrow-band noise in the frequency range 4 – 10 kHz, which is
a much lower range of frequency than the fundamental frequency we are expecting
according to our calculations. It is possible that the low-frequency noise measured in
Ref. [38] is actually due to a charge density wave state.
4.2.2 Theoretical Expectations
As explained before, the AC voltage (noise) arises from sliding of the electron solids
(Wigner crystal in our case) over the pinning potential. The pinning centers could
be random impurities, lattice defects or even surfaces (boundaries) and contacts [59].
Let us consider a Wigner crystal sliding over one impurity potential at a drift velocity
vd as shown in Fig. 34. The interaction between each electron in the Wigner crystal
and the impurity potential would change during the relative movement, and the total
interaction between the whole Wigner crystal and the impurity potential would change
periodically since the electrons in the Wigner crystal form a periodic electron lattice
with a spacing L. In a word, the periodicity, which is the fundamental frequency in
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the “noise spectrum” comes from the periodicity of the electron lattice of the Wigner
crystal, not the periodicity of the pinning potential. Anyway, the pinning potential
due to random impurities doesn’t have to be periodic.
vd
L
Figure 34: A sketch of one Wigner crystal with hexagonal lattice shape [1,11] (“tri-
angular lattice” is an alternative but more popular name [12,13], note to distinguish
them from “honeycomb lattice”). The spacing between nearest electrons is labeled
as L. The red cross represents a point defect/impurity in the sample. The Wigner
crystal slides over the potential field of the impurity in a direction labeled by the blue
arrow at a velocity vd.
An alternative way which might be easier to understand is to consider this impu-
rity potential sliding through the Wigner crystal at a velocity −vd (relative motion).
Since the Wigner crystal is a crystalline solid and all the electrons form a periodic
lattice with the periodicity L, the interaction between this impurity potential and
the Wigner crystal would also change periodically giving a frequency peak in the
Fourier transform plot of the time-dependent voltage. Consider the simplest case:
the velocity is parallel with the lattice spacing L as shown in Fig. 35(a). Then the
fundamental frequency is estimated as:
f ∼ vd/L (62)
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The distance between electrons in the lattice L ∼ ns−1/2 for two-dimensional systems,
where ns is the electron density condensed in the Wigner crystal mode (not necessarily
the overall electron density in the sample). The drift velocity of the lattice vd can be
calculated from the current density J:
vd = J/nse = IW/nseW (63)
where IW is the excess current carried by Wigner crystal (not the total current, see
Fig. 25), W is the width of the sample ∼ 50 µm, and ns is the same electron density
condensed in the Wigner crystal mode as used before. Thus,
f ∼ IW/Wens1/2 ∼ 500 kHz (64)
with IW ∼ 0.1 nA, ns ∼ 5× 1010 cm−2 and W ∼ 50 µm. Here it’s clear that
IW/f ∼ Wens1/2 (65)
Since ns is the electron density condensed in the Wigner crystal mode only, the
quantity IW/f becomes a direct measure of the number of electrons participating in
the Wigner crystal state.
Please note that the direction of velocity vd is largely determined by the direc-
tion of applied current, but the orientation of Wigner crystals might change which
makes the periodic spacing of the electron lattice appear to be, say,
√
3L as shown
in Fig. 35(b) (or even
√
7L etc., see Ref. [38]). In this case the spectrum would show
an fundamental frequency f ∼ vd/(
√
3L) and its harmonics.
This is the reason why in Fig. 31 they detected additional fundamental frequen-
cies (labeled by blue triangle) at higher values of current. Considering there are
multiple Wigner crystals in the sample got pinned at different pinning centers, each
of them could be depinned at a different current and slide over the pinning center in
different orientations, so there could be multiple fundamental frequencies present in
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Figure 35: (a) The impurity could be viewed as sliding through the Wigner crystal at
a negative velocity “-vd”. The direction of the movement is parallel with the spacing
L. The wave with a periodicity T = L/vd is a sketch of the AC voltage generated
by the relative movement. (b) The direction of the movement has an angle with the
spacing L. The period of the generated AC voltage is increased to T =
√
3L/vd.
the spectrum. The total AC noise (voltage) power generated from the sample is ex-
pected to be inversely proportional to the area of the sample, since the noise voltages
generated by individual pinning centers adds up incoherently [36].
4.2.3 Experimental Details and Possible Future Improvements
As shown in Fig. 24 and Fig. 29(b), our sample displays distinct non-linear I-V char-
acteristics, and we have attributed it to the sliding of Wigner crystals. We have also
tried to measure the AC voltage generated by our sample in the nonlinear conductiv-
ity region (around and above the threshold), since it is a phenomenon that has been
detected accompanying the nonlinear conduction process.
The measurement was performed in our 3He fridge. The sample temperature was
kept at base temperature ∼ 260 mK, since as T rises the threshold behavior would be
broadened and finally disappear. We used a “SPECTRAN NF RSA 5000” spectrum
analyzer (its operational principle is explained in Chapter 2) to detect the generated
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AC voltage.
The measurement circuit is more complex than the circuit we use for non-linear
I-V characteristics. One reason is that since we are measuring the generated noise
by the sliding Wigner crystal, it would be very important to eliminate other noise,
especially the noise picked up from the environment. One way to reduce the unwanted
noise is to use a cold pre-amp near the sample, to amplify sample signal as much as
possible before it gets mixed with environmental noise during transmission through
the wire/cable. Considering the limited space in the probe near the sample, we didn’t
use cold pre-amp but decided to replace one of the constantan wire with a home-made
stainless steel triaxial cable (more details in Chapter 2) to provide better shielding
to the signal transmission.
There are several advantages of using triaxial cable here instead of more commonly-
used coaxial cable. Triaxial cable has an extra shield that coaxial one doesn’t, which
ensures lower current leakage, better RC time constant response, and greater noise
immunity [70]. This additional layer — “guard” lies between the central lead and the
grounded shield. During the measurements, the guard is usually driven by a voltage
follower (as shown in Fig. 36) which keeps the potential of guard almost the same as
the potential of the central lead. This “zero potential difference” largely eliminates
possible leakage current between the central lead and the grounding shield layer [70].
There can not be any electric field between equal-potential layers, thus any current
path from the central lead to the grounding shield layer is completely suppressed by
the layer of guard. In this sense the guard protects the current transmitted through
the central leads and this is especially important for low current measurements (like
our case). On the other hand, the guard driven by a voltage follower could also serve
as a way to compensate the capacitance of the triaxial cable between the central lead
and the grounded outer shield. Empirically the compensation rate is determined by
the average coverage of the layer of guard. If the coverage of the guard is 90%, then
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the capacitance could be reduced to about 1/10 of the total capacitance of the cable.
For example, the total capacitance of our triaxial cable is ∼ 200 pF before the com-
pensation, and after the compensation it’s ∼ 20 pF. This capacitance value of the
cable is very important for us because we are interested in measuring high frequency
generated AC voltage signal (of which the estimated frequency is ∼ 500 kHz). At high
frequencies, big capacitance of the cable would lead to a small impedance between
the cable central lead and the ground which shorts out the sample [36], thus little
sample signal would be detected; or we could say that the high frequency range signal
would be cut-off by the big RC time constant of the cable [38]. The triaxial cable has
one extra shield than the coaxial cable, and therefore has greater noise immunity.
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Figure 36: The measurement circuit of the generated AC voltage.
Another reason for the necessity of using “complex” circuit is because the sample
resistance is huge (we are interested in the insulating regime) while the input resis-
tance of the measuring instrument (spectrum analyzer in our case) is relatively small
(the input resistance of the spectrum analyzer is said to be “high resistance” ∼ 1
MΩ, but it’s still much smaller than out sample resistance ∼ 1 GΩ). According to
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the voltage divider rule, we need to use an amplifier with very high input resistance
and low output resistance as a pre-amp in the circuit to transfer as much part of the
sample signal as possible to the spectrum analyzer (more details in Chapter 2).
Fig. 36 shows the circuit we use for the measurement of generated AC voltage.
It’s a three terminal measurement since we only have one triaxial cable going down
to the sample. We connected the outer grounded shield to the source of the sample,
and connected the central lead to the voltage probe P7. We still used Keithley 236
SMU as a high-quality DC current source and passed small DC current from P3
to the grounded “source” of the sample. A voltage follower made of OPA 627 was
connected between the central lead of the triaxial cable and the guard to keep them
equal-potential as explained in the text above. What we are interested in is the
AC component of the voltage difference between the central lead P7 and the ground.
Since the amplitude of the signal is expected to be small while the sample resistance is
huge (in the insulating regime), we used an instrumentation amplifier INA 111 as the
pre-amp in the circuit. It’s an amplifier with high input resistance and low output
resistance which enables it to transfer most of the sample signal to the measuring
instrument (say, spectrum analyzer in our case). More importantly, INA 111 is a
high-speed amplifier with low input capacitance and a wide bandwidth ∼ 1 MHz at
gain G = 50. We used a resistance RG = 1 KΩ, thus giving G = 1 + 50 KΩ / RG
= 51, and did the measurement within the frequency range 0.3 KHz ∼ 1 MHz. The
properties such as low input capacitance and wide bandwidth are very important
for us since we want to detect high frequency signals. Proper ways to use a pre-amp
and a comparison between different amplifiers (operational amplifier, instrumentation
amplifier etc.) could be found in Chapter 2.
As shown in Fig. 36, the voltage between the probe P7 and the ground is amplified
by the amplifier INA 111 and its output voltage VO (between the ”output” and the
grounded ”Ref” pins) is sent to the spectrum analyzer. Since the amplifier amplifies
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both the AC and DC components of the voltage signal, a capacitor Cin ∼ 6 nF was
added in series to block the DC component to prevent the amplifier from saturating
(the DC component is expected to be several orders bigger than the AC component)
and to protect the spectrum analyzer from too big DC input. The capacitor Cin is
also in series with the input of the voltage follower; but since Cin only blocks out DC
component, it results in a constant DC voltage difference between the central lead and
the guard which would not have any effect on the capacitance-compensating circuit.
A big resistance RB ∼ 100 MΩ was added between the input of the amplifiers and
the ground, serving as an “input bias current return path” (more details in Chapter
2) to make the INA 111 operate properly.
Fig. 37(a) is a picture of the spectrum of the time-dependent voltage VO got from
the spectrum analyzer, when we passed through the sample a current slightly above
the threshold. For the issue of resolution, we first set the frequency range to be 300
Hz ∼ 130 kHz, then moved to a higher range 138 kHz ∼ 1 MHz. Please note that “f
∼ 500 kHz” estimated in Eq. 64 for an excess current IW = 0.1 nA actually gives a
frequency range instead of one single frequency. If the excess current increases from
0 to 0.1 nA, we would expect the frequency of observed oscillation peaks increases
proportionally from 0 to 500 kHz.
In Fig. 37(a) we can see three main oscillation peaks at 48 kHz, 68 kHz and
115 kHz. If all these peaks were from the sample, these could have given us the
long-sought-after fundamental frequencies. Unfortunately these peaks didn’t seem to
increase in frequency with increasing current, and they were still present when the
sample state was in the linear regime (below the threshold voltage) or even when
the sample was disconnected (although the amplitude of the peaks might change).
During a careful examination, we were able to identify that the peak at 115 kHz was
due to the amplifiers (this peak was already present as an additional peak when we
were testing the bandwidth of the amplifiers) and peaks at 48 kHz and 68 kHz were
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(b)
Figure 37: (a) A typical display of the spectrum analyzer (b) Enlarged lower level
spectrum
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probably from pickup on the wires and cables. In this case we have to ignore these
three big peaks and find candidate peaks among lower level spectrum.
Fig. 37(b) is an expansion of the lower level part of Fig. 37(a) and we can see
there are small peaks with amplitudes varying between 50 µV and 100 µV. A good
sign is that when we changed the gate voltage applied on the sample (that is, changing
the density of electrons) the base level of the spectrum changed accordingly as shown
in Fig. 38. In the higher frequency range 138 kHz ∼ 1 MHz it had a similar behavior.
Now at least we know that the spectrum analyzer senses the sample: the base level
of the spectrum increases with increasing gate voltage. This is consistent with the
observation of increasing broadband noise above the threshold since in both cases the
“broadband” noise level increases when the sample resistance decreases (although the
decreases of the sample resistance are due to different origins). Generally speaking
if the noise is due to the pickup on the sample, its amplitude should decrease when
the sample resistance decreases. Here we have an opposite behavior, indicating the
increase we see in the amplitude is not simply pickup.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 38: The spectrum detected at different gate voltages (electron densities).
Spectrum (a) is for gate voltage Vg = 0.7 V (ns = 4.23 × 1010 cm−2). Spectrum (b) is
for gate voltage Vg = 0.8 V (ns = 5.64 × 1010 cm−2). Spectrum (c) is for gate voltage
Vg = 0.9 V (ns = 7.05 × 1010 cm−2). The base level of the spectrum increases with
increasing gate voltage.
Although we have seen this interesting change in the level of noise spectrum with
the gate voltage, what we really want is a change with current/voltage. However,
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when we swept the current, we did not see any obvious change in the spectrum even
with even very slow sweep rate (5 pA per 5 s, which is 0.06 nA/min). We thought
one possible reason was that the unwanted random noise was relatively so big that
the generated AC voltage from the sample — if there is any — was merged into
the background random noise. We thus did an average of many traces taken at the
same condition (temperature, current etc.) and the averaging largely suppressed the
unwanted random noise. Fig. 39 shows the comparison between the raw data (grey
spectrum) and the data after averaging (black spectrum). In Fig. 39 (c) we averaged
over 10 traces. In Fig. 39 (b) we averaged over 40 traces and in Fig. 39 (a) over 100
traces. As the number of averaged traces increases, both the noise variations and the
absolute value of the spectrum base line are reduced, showing that the spectrum we
got is a combination of generated AC voltage (and maybe pickup) and random noise,
while most of the small peaks between 50 µV and 100 µV are from random noise.
It would be very helpful to average over more traces if time and condition of the
cryostat permits. It took us around 1 hour to take 100 traces. This is a reasonable
measurement time for each current considering the fact that the holding time at the
base temperature of our 3He cryostat is 5 ∼ 8 hours.
From Fig. 39 (a) we see that after averaging over 100 traces, the spectrum base
line is reduced below 50 µV and the variation of amplitude is smaller than 1/10 of
it. Considering the fact that the amplification of the INA 111 is set to be 51, we are
now able to detect a change or an oscillation peak slightly above 0.1 µV if both of
the possible pickup and random background noise stay almost constant.
We tried the time-averaging for a series of currents. The base level of the spec-
trum did start to vary slightly, but unfortunately it’s mainly a drift with time instead
of change with current — the spectra at different currents are not reproducible. This
might be due to lack of enough stability of the base temperature and other conditions
of the cryostat. Since we are dealing with ultra small signal (at the order of µV), even
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Figure 39: Grey spectrum in each subfigure is one of the raw data. Black spectrum
in (a) is the data after averaging 100 traces; in (b) is the data after averaging 40
traces; in (c) is the data after averaging 10 traces.
small vibrations in liquid 3He (with the sample inside) and changes of temperature
gradient over the wires and cables might change the overall noise level and cause drift
of the signal.
One possible way to get rid of this “drift” is to work in a dilution refrigerator
instead of 3He fridge. As we know from the different operational principles of these
two kinds of fridges, dilution refrigerator is able to operate in a continuous mode
at base temperature, while the holding time at base temperature in 3He fridge is
largely limited by the amount of 3He. Our experiment needs long averaging time and
comparison between a series of currents, so longer holding time and better stability
at base temperature are really crucial for us. Moreover, the base temperature in
dilution refrigerator (usually below 100 mK) is much lower than in 3He fridge. This
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is another large benefit for our measurement, since the amplitude of the AC voltage
generated by sliding Wigner crystals is expected to be bigger at lower temperature.
With bigger amplitude of signal and better measurement accuracy due to better
stability, it should be much easier for us to detect the generated AC voltage and
get fundamental frequencies of the oscillation peaks. We could also look for a better
amplifier, use two triaxial cables for both contacts P6 and P7 (see Fig. 23) and even
add a cold preamp near the sample if space in the probe permits. Hopefully after
all these improvement we could see a corresponding change in the base level of the
spectrum as well as the frequencies of oscillation peaks with applied current as shown
in Fig. 31.
In conclusion, we have designed special measurement circuits for measuring gen-
erated AC voltage from the sample in its insulating regime. We have tried to average
the signal for a period of time (∼ 1 hour) and this enables us to reach an accuracy
around 0.1 µV. However, due to lack of enough stability in our 3He fridge and limited
holding time at the base temperature, we encountered several problems including the
drift of the signal with time and was not able to detect the generated AC voltage from
the sample. We are planning to reinvestigate this property in a dilution refrigerator
which can operate continuously at a much lower base temperature with better stabil-
ity, thus we can reach better accuracy due to longer averaging time and suppressed
drifting effect, and bigger amplitude of the generated signal is also expected.
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5 future work
In this thesis I have discussed our thermopower measurements performed on a low-
disorder, strongly interacting 2D electron system in silicon. We found a divergence
of the thermopower at a finite disorder-independent density, providing evidence that
a transition to a new phase at low densities does occur at/near the density where
the resistivity changes from metallic to insulating temperature dependence. I have
also discussed the measurements we did to search for evidence for the presence of a
zero-field Wigner solid by detecting the noise generated by the sliding crystallites.
Although we did not succeed in detecting the generated AC voltage from the sample
due to a small drift of the environmental conditions such as temperature gradient as
well as the limited holding time at the base temperature in our fridge, we will continue
this investigation in a dilution refrigerator which has a much lower base temperature
and better stability, and get a better understanding of the nature of the insulating
phase at low densities.
For future study, a thorough investigation of the effect of magnetic field on the
thermopower of the dilute, strongly interacting electron system in silicon has been
proposed [71].
Previous experiments have shown that the sample has a large magnetoresistance
in parallel magnetic field: the resistivity of the sample increases strongly with increas-
ing field and saturates at a magnetic field B∗ [72], beyond which the electrons are
fully spin-polarized [73–75]. At densities sufficiently close to the critical density, the
application of an in-plane magnetic field can even induce a metal-insulator transition,
effectively “quenching” the unexpected metallic behavior [76,77].
In a recent model of micro-emulsions proposed by Spivak and Kivelson [78–80],
the key ingredient in all the observed phenomena in strongly interacting electron
systems is the interplay between a low entropy density Fermi-liquid like (FLL) com-
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ponent and a Wigner-crystal like (WCL) component. The thermopower of an elec-
tron fluid is a measure of the entropy transported per unit charge. If all the fluid
flows together, then it is a measure of the ratio of the entropy density to the charge
density — in this sense it is largely determined by thermodynamics. In the Spivak-
Kivelson model [79, 80] the transport anomalies originate primarily from thermody-
namic changes in the nature of the fluid. Since the WCL component has the higher
entropy density and higher spin susceptibility at low temperatures, either increasing
temperature or increasing in-plane magnetic field results in an increasingly large frac-
tion of WCL component of the fluid, and the prediction is that all the temperature
dependence associated with the high entropy density of the WCL component should
be quenched by the application of a magnetic field high enough to polarize the spins
of this component.
Although the spectacular suppression of the anomalous metallic behavior by an
in-plane magnetic field has been observed in a number of resistivity measurements
[72,76], it remains to be established whether the observed behavior reflects a change
in the thermodynamic character of the state, or merely a change in the dynamics
(scattering mechanism). On the other hand, it is very likely that the large increase in
the thermopower seen in our recent experiment while approaching a quantum critical
point reflects a profound thermodynamic change in the character of the electron fluid,
not simply a change in a scattering mechanism. Thus, if a similarly large change
(temperature dependence “quenched” by an in-plane magnetic field) is seen in the
thermopower, it would strongly support the notion that the changes are primarily
thermodynamic in character. It is important to measure the response of the resistivity
and the thermoelectric power for the same samples during the same experimental run
to ensure good comparison.
Regarding the search for zero-field Wigner solid, measurements of the frequency
and amplitude of the noise spectrum as a function of electron density and tempera-
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ture can be done if and when we detect the generated AC voltage from the sample.
A magnetic field both parallel and perpendicular to the plane can be applied as a
comparison.
In section 4.1.3 we calculated the correlation length Lc based on a theoretical
formula [69] and got Lc ≈ 2a which seems to be too small if we relate the correlation
length to the size of the collective phase Wigner crystal (as in Ref. [66, 69]). Direct
or indirect measurements of the depinning energy of the solid and the correlation
length [40] is thus necessary and important for better understanding of the conduction
mechanism and melting of the Wigner solids.
It would be interesting to also perform these measurements on a new set of high
quality sample, n-Si/SiGe heterostructures, with comparable e-e interaction strength
but two orders of magnitude higher peak mobilities than MOSFETs, which is ideally
suitable for studying the very clean, strongly interacting regime [81]. The Si/SiGe
samples are especially interesting for thermopower measurements by enabling study
of the regime in the immediate vicinity and below critical density nt without entering
the diffusive regime, and a definitive exploration of the role of disorder in strongly
interacting electron systems [71].
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